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I. Executive Summary
etween 1996 and 1997, Abby Arnold, RESOLVE, in collaboration with Abby Dilley, The
Keystone Center, Alana Knaster, ‘The Mediation Institute, and Susan Podziba and
Associates, convened and facilitated five multi-party negotiation processes for the National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS). Under requirements established by the 1994 Amendments to
the Marine Mammal Protection Act (M.MPA), the NMFS was charged with forming teams made
up of academics, researchers, conservation organizations, fishIerman, federal and state regulators
and1gear technologists. The Teams were charged with developing consensus recommendations
for how to reduce incidental take of straltegic marine mammals during commercial fishing
opeirations. Five Take Reduction Teams met between 1996-l 997. Each team met five to eight
times over six months. Three of the five teams reached conse:nsus on a management plan to
reduce incidental take of marine mammals by fishing activities. One team reached partial
consensus and a third did not reach con:sensus on recommendations for reducing incidental take.
The teams that did not reach full consensus delivered a report to the NMFS describing
diflErences and points of agreement. The plans are currently in the imple:mentation stage.

B

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), NMFS, Office of Protected
Resources contracted with RESOLVE to evaluate the facilitated portion of the Take Reduction
Tealm negotiation process. RESOLVE, with the assistanlce of’an independent researcher,
conducted aln evaluation of that process in the summer and fall of 1998. The evaluation design
employed a lmail survey, with open and closed ended questions. There was one mailing of the
survey. The return rate was 710%.This report documents the evaluation of the NMFS Take
Reduction Team (TRT) negotiations. The evaluation, and this report, do not include actions that
occurred a&r the Teams submitted their recommendation or ireports to NIMFS.
The evaluation found that, overall, most respondents thought the negotiation process itself was
valuable and that the facilitators were fair and helpful. R.espondents thought they could express
their viewpoints and, for those teams that reached agreement, the negotiated plan incorporated
their views. Respondents who thought their opinions were talken seriousl:y and incorporated into
the plan also thought the process was fair. On the other hand., respondent,s who did not think
their opinions were taken seriously did not think the process was fair. Evaluation respondents
stated their concern that the process could lhave used more time than the six months allowed by
law Respondents satisfaction with the results was statistically associated with whether there was
adequate tirne for negotiations, whether they thought their oplinions were taken seriously and
whe:ther their team reached agreement. R.espondents also were troubled bly the lack of data and
what they described as the lack of unbiased data. Finally, reslpondents thought some of the
groups were too large.
Although, at the request of NMFS, the survey only focused on the actual negotiation process, it is’
unlikely thait respondents evaluated the Take Reduction Team negotiation. experience separate
from their overall experience with the Take Reduction Plan development process. While many
respondents reported satisfaction with the: facilitators and the negotiation process, the whole
context was important as they assessed the value of the multi-,party negotiation process.
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There are at least four factors that seem to have affected respondents perception of the process.
First, unlike many other mediated processes, these Teams were mandated by federal law (the
MMPA). NMFS did not h ave a choice but to convene the Teams. Parties did not have a choice
but to participate, or feel their voice woul~d not be represented. Second, while the technical data
used in the process had undergone vigorous scientific review, the data had been generated by
NMFS and its contractors. The parties did not agree on the data which was used to establish the
need for the team and to identify which mat-me mammals were in need of recovery. Thus, the
need for establishing the teams and the data used in the negotiations was not necessarily
endorsed by all parties at the table. A third factor affecting respondents’ answers was whether thx:
recommendations developed at the Team level were reflected in NMFS published plans. Finally,
whether NMFS published the plans in the time frame promise:d during the: TRT negotiation
process was a factor affecting respondents Iperceptions.
These contextual factors had as much of an impact on respondents’ assessment of the TRT
process as did the planning, dynamics, facilitation and decision making during the negotiation
proc,ess. As NMFS contemplates future participation in and uise of multi-Iparty negotiation
proc:esses,the evaluation results underscore that consensus processes can be time consuming and
demanding, and participants may not be willing to invest the needed resources if they are unsure
that their recommendations will be implemented.
The findings of this evaluation suggest that NMFS should conduct feasibility and convening
assessments before beginning TRT negotiations. The assessment should address and perhaps,
develop protocols up front on which parties should participate, what the data requirements are for
effective participation, whether the goals of the process are advisory or consensus
decisionmaking, how the NMFS will participate at the table, what the time frames for negotiation1
are and how or whether the consensus agreelments will be implemented. These understanding
miglht alleviate many parties’ dissatisfaction with the final outcome of negotiations
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IL Introduction
A. Background on the MMPA and Requirema.
Negotiations
-~

to Convene TRT

- n 1994, Congress amended the Marine: Mammal Protection Act (MMPA). The Act is
~ designed to establish a long-term regi.me for governing interactions between marine
rnammals and commercial fisheries. The new section 117 of the MMPA requires -NMFS to
complete stock assessment reports for all marine mammal stocks in waters under 1J.S.
jurisdiction. These stock assessments must include a calculation of a Potential Biological
Removal (PBR). The MMPA defines the term PBR as the maximum number of animals, not
including natural mortalities, that may be removed from a marine mammal stock while still
allowing that stock to reac:h or maintain its optimum sust.ainable population. Stocks which are
determined to have incidelntal takes that exceed the PBR are designated as strategic. In addition,
stocks that are declining and are likely to be listed as threatened or endangered under the
Endangered Species Act (ESA) or are listed as depleted under the MMPA are designated
strategic stocks.
For fisheries that frequently or occasionally interact with strategic stocks resulting in mortalities
or serious injury, section I 18(f) of the MMPA requires NMFS to establish Take Reduction
Teams (TRTs). These TR.Ts must develop plans for how to reduce incidental take of the
strategic stock. The MMPA establishes a.six month time frame for the development of TRT
plans. Members of teams should include individuals who represent the variety of interested or
affected parties from the commercial and recreational fishing industry, appropriate Regional
Fishery Management Councils, interstate fisheries commissions, academic and scientific
organizations, state officials, native Alaskans or other Native Americans, if appropriate, and
environmental groups. The MMPA directs teams to develop plans through consensus. If teams
cannot reach consensus, then they submit aLreport to NMFS identifying areas of agreement and
disagreement.
At the end. of the negotiation period, each Take Reduction Team is required to present a draft
Take Reduction Plan to the NMFS. NMFS is to consider these draft plans in developing
implementation plans. The proposed plans are to be published in the Fedleral Register for public
comment. If NMFS proposed plans differ from TRT recomm,endations, NMFS is to state the
differences and rationale for the differences in the Federal Register notice. Plans are then
linalized.

IB. Details on the Five TRT Nepotiations

N

MFS convened five Take Reduction Teams between 1996-l 997. NMFS awarded Abby
Arnold, RESOLVE, a contract to manage the facilitation of the five TRT processes. Ms.
Arnold facilitated two negotiations and Abby Dilley, The Keystone Center, Susan Podziba,
Susan Podziba and Associates, and Alanal Knaster, The Mediation Institute, each facilitated one
team negotiation.
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E3achteam included representatives from ,across spectrum of iinterests including academics,
conservation organizations, fishermen, federal and state regulators, and gear techrnology experts.
Team members were chosen in consultation with affected parties and NMFS. The facilitators
generated a list of possible team candidates from convening calls. NMFS selected who would b’e
invited. NMFS had at least one, if not two or more representatives, as team members during
each TRT meeting. NMFS representatives fi-om the headquarters Office of Protected1Resources
were present at all negotiations. However, in most negotiations, the NMFS Regional Office of
Protected species representative was the primary NMFS representative to the team.
The names of the teams, numbers in each team and facilitator for each team follows:
--TakeReduction

T&m (TRT)

Atlantic Offshore Cetacean TRT
%.cificOffshore Ceta&an TRT

tjusan Podziba, Susan Podziba and Associates
Alana Knaster, The Mediation Institute

Some participants served on more than one Take Reduction Team.
Each team met five to eight times over six :months. TRT teams met locally. The Atlantic Large
Whale team and the Atlantic Offshore Cetacean team met in the Boston area; the Gulf of Maine
TRT meetings were in New England, outside of Boston; and the Mid-Atlantic team meetings
were in Virginia Beach, Virginia, and Washington, DC. The Pacific Offslhore Cetacean team met
in San Diego, Los Angeles, and the San Francisco Bay area.
The recommended TRT plans needed to a.ddressthe dual challenge of meeting MMPA and ESA
requirements. The fishery data was developed by NMFS and its contractors and provided to each
team. Three of the five teams reached consensus on a management plan. These teams were the
Gulif of Maine Harbor Porpoise, Atlantic Offshore Cetacean, and the Pacific Offshore Cetacean
Take Reduction teams. The two teams that. did not reach full consensus delivered a report to
NMFS describing points of agreement and differences. These teams were the Atlantic Large
Wh.ale and the Mid-Atlantic TRT. Whe:n TRTs did not reach consensus, NMFS used
information gathered during the negotiation process to develop a proposed and final take
reduction plan.

(2. Purpose and Scgpe of the EwaXuation
year after the completion of all the teams’ deliberations, RESOLVE, at the request of
NMFS,
conducted. an evaluation of the TRT process. NIMFS wanted tlo evaluate the
Aprocess of using multi-party negotiation in take reduction teams to develop recommendations on
resource management, including how NMFS should improve the process. RESOLVE conductecl
tlhe evaluation in consultation with the three other facilitators.

A

F:ESOLVE designed the evaluation method and instrument in collaboration with Mic.helle
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LeBaron, of the Institute of Conflict Analysis and Resolution George Mason University.
Professor LeBaron has extensive expertise in evaluating dispute resolution processes. She was
allso able to ensure objectivity in the evaluation design, data analysis and -in report review. The
NMFS staff and all four facilitators also reviewed and edited the evaluation instrument. This
report was written by Juliana Birkhoff, RIESOLVE’s Director of Research and Education, and
e:di-tedby the four facilitators and NMFS for accuracy.
The survey focused solely on the negotiation process for developing recommendations for the
initial draft takle reduction plans and did not question respondents about the implementation of
the recommendations or development of the Final Take Reduction Plans. These issues are
NMFS’s reslponsibility and outside the stakeholders’ responsibility. The Process Evaluation
Survey was organized around four general questions:
I.

Who participated in the Take Reduction team, which groups did they represent, were
enough viewpoints and an appropriate balance ojstakeholder interests included?
2. How valuable was the negotiation process for participants? How did participants
rate the opportunities to express their viewpoints? Did participants think the process
was jtiir? Were they satisjied with the results at the end qf the negotiation process.7
3. What was the role and effectiveness (?f’the TRT,jticilitators?
4. Should NMFS use this process aguin, and ifso, how should NlUFS improve it?
Tealm members were asked to answer yes or no questions, short answer questions., to classify
iterns as satisfactory or not satisfactory, alnd to rank several facilitator characteristics as excellent.,
good, or poor. RESOL,VE; mailed the survey to all 92 members of the fiv’e Take Fteduction
teams. Tearn members were given three weeks to complete the survey. S’ixty-five respondents
returned surveys to RESOLVE. The 710/;)response rate indicates a high level of TRT member
participation and interest.
Responses tlo the open-ended questions welt-esummarized and the number of times a person
mentioned a.thleme was recorded. Responses to the close ended questions were coded by team im
alMicrosoft Excel Spreadsheet. Responses were summarized by percentage, and by team for
e:achquestion. Several of the questions were coded by individual response in the Statistical
Software Package. Only questions with a large enough number of responses which included an
important variatble were coded individually. Non-parametric :statistical tests of significance were
performed on those questions.
This report describes the survey evaluation instrument and summarizes the survey results as
general findings for all the TRT negotiations. Appendix 1 includes the survey results, coded b,y
t’eam. Appendix 2 is the: survey instrument. Appendix 3 is the code book for the variables that.
were coded by individual. Appendix 4 is the aggregated comlments from -the responses to the
survey. The findings are presented under tlhe following report headings:
A. Representation and Involvement of Various Sectors and Their Experience with
Multi-Party Negotiation Processes
B. The Value of the Negotiation IProcess
C. Facilitator Performance
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D. Adequacy of Meeting Administration
E. Suggested Improvements and Advice for Multi-Party Negotiations

III. Findlings
A. YRepresentation and Involvement of Various Sectors and Theiw
Experience
with Multi-Partv Negutiation Processes
----’
r 1 he representation and involvement of various sectors in the process is an important measure
of the jlegitimacy of consensus processes and contributes to success. The survey explored
I
the following questions about each participant:
a

0
l
l

0

Who participated in the Take Reduction team compared to who is represented in
the survey?
Which groups were represented?
Did the individuals know each other in advance?
Were enough and all those uffected or impacted included i,n the process.7
How many meetings did participants attend?

Generally, survey respondents came from a variety of viewpoints, knew people from their own
and. at least one other sector, and thought the team composition reflected a balance of
petspectives.

A 1. Sector Representation
Chart 1 provides more details about participation. To determine the representation of interested
parties of the five Take Reduction teams, question three of the survey inquired wh.ich sector the
respondent represented. The largest number of survey responldents represented the fishing
industry (4.1O/o>.The ne:xt largest numbers of survey respondents represented the environmental
or conservation sector (19%) state agencies (16%), and academics/scientists (14%).
Chart 1.
Sector Representation
Fishery

Otller
0 3%

Federal

HZ%

Academic Scicntitk
Fishing
Industry
n

41%

The response to the survey does not differ significantly from the sector representation in the
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original TRT. The original Take Reduction Teams included 39% fishing industry., 20%
academic/scientific, 19% state, 14% environmental/conservation, 7% fisheries council, 1% nonNMFS federal representatives.

A :2!.Balance of Perspectives
Seventy-nine percent of the respondents t.hought that the TRT membership reJected a balance qjf
perspectives, while 2 1% thought it did not. Six participants in the Atlantic Offshore Cetaceans
t’eam thought their TRT reflected a balance of perspectives, while five members thought that it
did not. In both the Atlantic Offshore Cetacean and the Mid-Atlantic tearns, respondents
sug,gested thlere was not enough representation from scientific: and environmental viewpoints.

1

Chart 2.
Did the TRT Membership Reflect a Balance of
Perspectives?
NO

A .3. Expelrience With Multi-Party-Negotiation

Processes amd TRT Processes

r 1 he survey assessed what kinds of experiences participants had with negotiation processes in
general and specifcally with other TRT negotiation processes. Participants with previous
experience in multi-party negotiation processes might participate differently from those who h;ad
no previous experiences. Previous experience with multi-party negotiation processes might serve
as jnformal negotiation training and therefore, those informed participants might be better
prepared to participate. To understand this dimension of their experience., the survey explored
the following questions:

T

l

0

what kinds of experiences didparticipants have with multi-party negotiat,ions
before the process?
and speciJically, did they have experiences with other Take Reduction team
processes?

In general,, the survey found that about two thirds of the respondents had some experience with
general negotiation processes. However, for one half of the respondents, the specific TRT muhiparty negotiation process was new. The following provides more details about findings on
negotiation iexperience.
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A 4 Mult:i-Partv
---i-

Negotiation

Process Experience-

Sixty-six percent of the respondents had previously participated in similar multi-party
negotiation Iprocesses, while 34% had not. For those who had1participated in other processes:
4.0% participated in at least one to two other negotiations and 16% parti ci:pated in three to four
othler negotiations. Forty-four percent of the respondents took part in more than five other
negotiations before participating in this multi-party negotiation. There was no statistical
association with level of experience and perception of process fairness, satisfaction with the
outcome, or mediators performance, largely because the response rate was not large enough.

A 5. Membership on TRT ‘s
Fifty-one percent of the respondents were rnembers of only one TRT. However, Z!9% of the
respondents were members of at least two TRTs; 2% of the respondents participated in three
TRTs; and 18% participated in four TRTs.

A 6. Meet:ing Attendance
Seventy-seven percent of the respondents participated in all of their TR’T Imeetings, 20% attended
more than half of their TRT meetings and 3;% of the respondents participa.ted in one to two of
tlheir team’s meetings.

IS. The Value of the Negotiation
r

Process
--~

10 assess how valuable the negotiation process was for participants, the survey asked them
T about:
l
l
l
l

opportunities to express viewpoints,
the adequacy of data and support in understanding it,
the structure and use qf time in the negotiation process,
und meeting times and locutions.

In general, the respondents thought the process was valuable. They thought they could e.xpress
tlheir viewpoints and, for those teams that reached agreement, the negotiated plan incorporated
t1hei.rviews. Many respondents thought there was not enough data to he:lp them in making good
d.ecisions. However, in all but one of the TRT teams, respondents thought they ha.d enough help
interpreting the data that was available. Many respondents thought the process would have
benefited from more time for formal negotiations. However, most responden.ts thought there wa,s
enough time for the more informal negotiations and caucuses.
Approximately three quarters of the responldents thought the niegotiations were fair, while one
quarter thou:ght they were not. However, 60% of the respondents were clissatisfied with the final
results at the: end of the last meeting. Respondents who were dissatisfied with the final results at
tlhe end of th.e last meeting thought there was not enough time for negotiations. Teams th(at
mached agreements and1respondents who thought their opinions were taken seriously and
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incorporated into the pl,an were more likely to report satisfaction with the results of the meeting.
It is also likely, based on the comments, that if the recommendations had been implemented as
a.greed there would be less dissatisfaction vvith the negotiation process.
The following three pages provide more details on respondents assessments of the value of the
negotiation Iprocess.

13 1. Opportunitv

to Express VieB3 and Opinions

r
r

o assess respondents participation and voice in the negotiations, thle survey asked
participants how often during the TRT meetings they were given the opportunity to expres:;
t,heir views.
Sixty-nine percent of the respondents said they could always express their views. Thirty-one
percent of the respondents said they could express their views most of the time. Several
respondents from the Atlantic Large Whale and the Mid-Atlantic teams commented that their
TRT group ‘was too large to explore ideas in depth.

Chart 3.
How Often Views Expressed
None of the time

0%
Most of the Time

All the time
69% ‘\

/
u’

132. Others Opportunity

to Express Views

articipants were asked whether they thought others were given the opportunity to express

IP their views during meetings.
Ninety five per cent thought others could express their views. 5% of the respondents thought
others were not given the opportunity to express their views dluring meetings. Respondents from
the .Atlantic Large Whale, Pacific Offshore Cetaceans, and Mid-Atlantic teams commented that
most of the time others were given the opportunity to express their views. However, time
constraints and the size of the group sometimes hindered complete expression of views. The
respondents thought the other participants had more opportunities to explrlesstheir views than
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I

ec

-

they had. This is not unusual in negotiatilon processes because each respondent knows what they
refrained or ran out of time to say, but would not necessarily know that about other participants.
The following chart illustrates these findings.
Chart
4.
Did 0 thers Have the
0 pportunity
to Express
Their

B. Viewis and Opinions Taken Seriously and Inrcorporated Into _-the
Recommended
:----- Plan
he opportunity for participants to tell their story in their own words and have their
viewpoint reflected in final decisions is one of the benefits of multi-party negotiation
processes. The survey asked participants whether they thought their opinions were taken
seriously and incorporuted into the plan.

T

The survey found that 82% of the respondents thought their opinions were taken seriously and
incorporated into the recommended plan. 118%of the respondlents thought their opinions were
not taken seriously or incorporated into the plan. Two respondents from the Atlantic Large
Whale and the Atlantic Offshore Cetacean teams commented that while their comments were
taken seriously, they were not optimistic that the plan incorporated their ideas. A respondent
from the Atl.antic Offshore Cetacean team thought some practical alternatives and initiatives
were halted outright. (Onerespondent from the Mid-Atlantic team thought that members from
one sector were taken more seriously than those from others. The following chart illustrates
these findings.
Chart
5.
Were Your Opinions
Taken
Seriously
and Incorporatled
Into the Plan?
No

Yes
82%
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B.. Data
n compliex marine management issues, sometimes all the desired data is not available. To
assess how much of an impact participants thought data availability had on the success of
their negotiations, the survey asked respondents whether they thought they had enuugh data in
their TRTprocess to support the negotiation.
Sixty-eight Ipercent of the respondents thought there was not enough data, while 32% of the
respondents thought there was enough data. Respondents from all five te#amscommented on the
lack: of data and that the data gaps and data interpretations created difficulties at their team
meetings. L,ack of data was particularly important for respondents from the Gulf of Maine,
Atlantic Offshore Cetacean and Atlantic Large Whale teams. Some respondents from the Gulf of
Maine and the Atlantic Large Whale teams noted that good data did not exist. Other respondents
from the Atlantic Offshore Cetaceans and Atlantic Large Whale teams thought there was data,
but NMFS presented it poorly.

Chart 6.
Did You Have Sufficient
Data to
Support
Your TRT Negotiation?

The survey also asked participants whether they hud the necessary help to interpret the data.
Eighty-four percent of the respondents thlought they were given adequate help to interpret such
data, while 16% thought they could have been given more help. Several respondents from all the
tearns commented that the NMFS scientists provided a good presentation of the data and made
the data understandablle. Respondents from the Atlantic Offslhore Cetaceans and Mid-Atlantic
tearns thought the analysis and presentation of the data was uneven. Respondents8from the Gulf
of Maine and Pacific Offshore Cetacean te;am noted that the data can be interpreted in many
ways and that having an independent statistician might be useful.

B 5. Fairness

T

he survey inquired whether participants thought the process was,fiir and ifthey were
sati$ed with the loutcome after the negotiations.
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Seventy-eight percent elf the respondents thought the negotiations were falir. Twenty-two percent
of the respondents thought the negotiations were not fair. Usiing statistical analyses, the data
were scrutinized to see if there was any relationship or correlation between opinions of how fair
the process was and: 1) TRT team, 2) sector membership, 3) own opportunity to express views,
4) others ability to present views, 5) and/or whether their opinion was taken seriously and
incorporated into the plan. Respondents’ evaluation of whether their opinions welre taken
seriously was associated with their assessment of how fair the process was. Resplondents who
thought their opinion was taken seriously and incorporated into the plan ailso thought the process
was fair. On the other hand, respondents who did not think their opinions were taken seriously
did not think the process was fairl. This is not surprising, sin’ce the belief that one’s opinion is
being taken seriously and the need to see it reflected in decisilons is one of the values of
collaborative processes,. This is frequently a measure of whether a process is believed to be fair.
There was no statistical association between respondents assessment of the process as fair and
TRT team, sector membership, own opportunity to express views, and others ability to present
views.
Several respondents from the Gulf of Maine and Atlantic Large Whale teams commented that th[e
facilitators did a good job at maintaining a fair atmosphere. One respondent thought the process
was as fair as it could be given the political context of the issues. At leasrtone respondent
thought that individuals with experience in previous TRTs could exercise more control of the
process thaln individuals who were new to lthe process. Another thought the overaJ1process was
fair., but thought there was a slight bias toward the industry perspective. The following chart
illustrates the findings on fairness.
Chart
7.
Did You Feel the TEtT
Negotiation
Process
was Fair?
No

B 61.Satisfaction With Results/Outcome
1 he survey asked participants whether at the end of the last meeting t:hey were satis$ed with
the,final results/outcome.

T

Forty percent of the respondents were satisfied with the results, while 60% were not satisfied
1 Chi square= ‘7.095,df = I, asymptotic significance = ,008, Cramer’sV = ,347.
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withL the results. The data were arranged to see if there was any relationship between satisfaction
with the outcomes and: 1) team, 2) sector., 3) reached agreement, 4) own opportunity to express
views, 5) o.thers ability to present views, 6) opinions taken seriously, and/or 7) adequate time for
negotiations. Three factors were associated with satisfaction .with the final outcome: whether the
team reached agreement; whether the respondent’s opinion was taken seriously and incorporated
into the plan; and, whether there was adequate time for negotiations.
Respondents’ evaluation of their satisfaction was definitely connected to whether or not they felt
they had adlequate time for negotiations2. Whether the team reached agreement was also
associated ywith satisfaction. Respondents whose teams reached agreement were satisfied with
the lFina1result and those teams that did not reach agreement were not sati:sfied. Finally,
respondentls who felt their opinions were taken seriously were also satisfied with the final results.
Respondents who did not think their opinions were taken seriously and incorporated into the plan
were not satisfied with the final results3.
There was no relationship between satisfaction with final result and team, sector, own
olpportunity to express views, or others ability to present views.
Chart 8.
Percent Satisfied at End of Last Meeting

Olne respondent from the Atlantic Large Whale TRT summed up many of the responses saying,
“There were too many people trying to address too complex an issue in too little time.” A
respondent from the Pacific Offshore Cetaceans TRT commented that there was SIDlittle time that
therle was no opportunity to discuss fLlture:or alternative strategies. Other respondents from the
A.tlantic Large Whale and Mid-Atlantic teams thought the prolcess was unsuccessful because the
group did not have enough time and because they did not reach consensus. A respondent from
the Mid-Atlantic TRT commented they were dissatisfied because the meeting ended on a bad
note, with some feeling disenchanted with the entire process. Finally, others thought it was
unrealistic to bring in all interested parties to negotiate a shared or agreed upon outcome.

’ Chi square= 17.618, df = 1, asymptotic significance -=,000, Cramer’sV = ,537
3 Chi squ;lre= 6.711, df= 2, asymptotic significance = ,035, Cramer’s V = 3.29, Chi square = 8.1.23, df= 1, asymptotic
signikmcc = ,004, Cramer’sV = ,365.
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I3 7. Effe.ctiveness of Process in N&arine Resource Management
Eighty-six percent of the respondents thought the multi-party negotiation process was effictive in
marine resource management decision m,aking. 14% of the respondents thought the process wa,s
nlot effective. Many respondents commented that the multi-party negotiation process presented
stakeholders with an opportunity to have input and for decision makers to gain a broader
perspective. Others said that although it is an effective process, it is only as effective as NMFS
alilows it to be and so far NMFS has not implemented many of the plans. Several respondents
commented that the process is only worthwhile if NMFS participates effectively and carries out
any decisions reached. Others expressed concern that the pro’cess is biased, and it is a no-win
situation fcllr the commercial fishing industry.

Chart 9.
Effectiveness of Process in Marine
R.esource Management

El. 8. Tinge Manazzement

P
L

articipants were questioned about the structure of the meetings, and whether time was used
efficiently.

Eighty-five percent thought the process included enough time for informal negotiations. Fift.een
of the respondents thought that more time could have been set aside for informal negotiations
with par&s that had disparate views. Some respondents commented that even though there was
time for informal negotiations, some parties did not participate in
those infor:mal discussions.
Ninety percent of the respondents thought that adequate time was given to caucuses for parties
with similar views. Ten percent of the respondents thought more time could have been given to
such caucuses.
The survey asked participants if there was enough time for the formal neg,otiations. Sixty percent
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of the respondents thought there was enough time for negotiations and 40% of the respondents
thought there was not enough time. As noted above, the lack of time was significantly correlated
with respondents’ satisfaction with the results at the end of the negotiations. In particular, of the
17 respondents from the Atlantic Large Whale team, 13 respondents thou:ght there was not
enough time. Several of them commented that more flexibility on the deadline might have
resulted in consensus recommendations.
Of the 29 people who answered that they would have preferred more time: for negotiations, 38%
thought two more months would have been enough and 2 1% thought three more months was
needed. 4 11%of the respondents recommended more time in general without recommending a
specific time frame. The following chart illustrates the findings about time.
Chart 10.
Was there Adequate
Time
for the
TRT Nlegotiation
Proclless?

ES 9 Benefits/Difficulties
_L-------_-espondents thought one of the most buwficial aspects of the TRT negotiation process was
the open-forum opportunity to exch.ange views. Other respondents explaineld that gaining a
clealrer and balanced perspective of the issues and other viewpoints was valuable. A respondent
remarked that participants gained an education about each other and different sectors’ interests
that allowed for more reasoned and well developed discussions. Others commented on the
opportunity to be a part of a solution process where one group did not “win”. Many respondents
thought the opportunity to work together on a common goal was particularly helpful.

IR

Conversely, participants remarked that the lack of NMFS implementation after long and difficult
n.egotiations was one of the most difficult aspects of the TRT process. Respondents from all five
teams remarked on the difficulty of working with insufficient data, data that was perceived as
biased, or the inability to absorb all of the data given such tight time constraints. Several
r~espondentswere also frustrated at the participation of NMFS staff in the meeting. They
commented on the perceived lack of commitment to the process and the l,ack of NMFS staff in
tlhe process with adequate authority. Several respondents notled the difficulty of negotiating an
agreement with so many different interests, particularly in such large groups. Two respondents
remarked on the difficulty of working w&In participants who did not fully disclose information
and interests. Finally, several respondents commented on the: difficulty of working with difficult
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personalities and trying to understand and embrace others’ perspectives.

(1. Facilitator

Pexformance

r he survey also assessed facilitator performance. The facilitators were an option for NMFS,
r therefore, the survey assessed performance so that NMFS could determine whether they
should have facilitators in the future. Although negotiation can and does proceed successfully
without a f:acilitator, a facilitator can often structure a fair and inclusive process le#adingto
increased stakeholder satisfaction with the process. To evaluate facilitator performance, the
survey asked questions about communication, understanding qf the issues and abi,lity to structure
a good process.
In general, the survey found that respondents thought the facilitators were approachable,
clommunicated effectively with participants, responded to concerns, managed the process
effectively and were fair. Respondents who thought they had an opportunity to ex.presstheir
views and Twhothought their opinions were taken seriously rated their facilitator’s performance als
excellent. The following provides more details on facilitator performance.

C. 1. Fac;:ilitator lIontact

Before Meeting

r he TRT facilitator was responsiblej%r contacting each of the participants bcftire the
negoliutions began. Ninety-eight percent of the respondents stated lthe TRT facilitator had
r
clontacted them before the first meeting of the Take Reduction team. Two percent of the
respondents stated the facilitator had not contacted them.

C. 2. Infiormatiogt About Processgnd Role

r he facilitator was responsible,jtir explaining the process and each participur~t’s role in the
percent of the respondents s#tatedthe, facilitator
r process to each participant. Eighty-six role.
gave them sufficient information about
However, 14% thought they could have been
their

given more information about their role. Ninety-five percent of the respondents said they
understood the purpose of the process after speaking with the TRT facilitator. Fivle percent of
the respondents would have liked more explanation about the purpose of ltheseprocesses.
Eiglhty-nine percent off the respondents thought the facilitator had clearly (explained the types of
discussion issues the TRT process would cover. Eleven percent of the respondents would have
liked more information about these discussion issues before the meeting began.

(1. 3 Ovt:rall Rating of Facilitator -- Performance
n the: overall rating of the facilitators performance, 609/orated the facilitator’s performance
as excellent. Thirty-five percent of the respondents rated the facilitator’s performance as
good, and only 5% rated the facilitator’s performance as poor. The following chart illustrates
findlings about facilitator performance.
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Ratings

Chart 11.
of Fa.cilitator
Perf’ormance
Poor
5%

Good
35%

CL 4 Otb.er Ratice
r
I-l

he sulrvey also asked participants to rate other characteristics of the facilitators’. The results
are summarized below:
--

Chart 12.

Additional Facilitator Ratings
----~.~--Please Rate the Facilitator on the Following Characteristics.
Excellent IGood/
___--.__..
a. Approac.hability
b. 1. Communication dluring meeting
b.2. Communication
_----~.
c. Responsiveness
d. Ability to move meeting process forward
47%
----.
41%
e.
Ability
tlo
break
imj,asse
----.
60%
f. Abilitv to capture idleas
67%
g. Fair wttlhallparties
-t
L----.
h. LJnderstanding of the issues
d

----7.

-.

I

T

~--.--.-.
Poor
___---

48’%

11. Adequacy of Meeting Admin&ration
espondents of th(e five Tak.e Reduction teams were generally satisfied with advanced notice
of meetings, mleeting locations, advance packet materialIs, length of meetings and meeting
IRsummaries.
Some respondents commented that the advance materials could have better organized and mailed
out earlier. Others cozmmented that the meeting summaries were late or fl.awed which caused a
breakdown in the process and required further telephone conversations for final sign-off.
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E. Suggsted Improvements
I]rrocesse!ii

and -Advice for Multi-Party

Negotiation

r
r

he survey examined participants’ viewpoints on 1) how to improve the process, 2) how the
NMFS should involve the public after NMFSpublishes aproposedplan and 3) how future
negotiators and.fticilitators shouldprepare to participate in multi-party negotiation processes.
In general, the survey found that approximately 60% of the respondents would advise the NMFS
to hold another TRT meeting during the public comment period. Respondents urged NMFS to
schedule more time for negotiations and t’o be more flexible about deadlines. There were several
suggestions about how data should be gathered, analyzed and disseminated in the future to
improve the use of data within the process. Respondents encouraged NMFS to organize the
initial phases of the process so that there was more time and potential for creative problem
solving. Finally, several respondents commented that without a firm commitment from NMFS
to implement decisions within agreed upoln time lines, the TRT process was not useful.

E 1. Hoyr to Involve Public When-NMFS

Publishes Proposed Plan.

r
r

he survey asked whether NMFS should hold a TRT Meeling while the NMFS Proposed
A4anagement Plan is outfor public comment. Sixty-one percent of the respondents thouglht
it would be good to hold TRT meetings when the proposed plan was out for public comment.
39% of the respondents thought it was not a good idea. Of the 61% who thought the NMFS
should hold TRT meetings, those who commented differed about when to hold the TRT meeting
Commenters suggested that the best time clould be before the NMFS plan is printed in the
Federal Register, another said during the Ipublic comment period, and another suggested
irnmediately after the public comment period and prior to finalizing the Plans. All who
commented agreed that TRT discussion and review of the NMFS plan would have been useful to
assist with successful implementation of the plans.

El 2. Hoqrr to Improve the Proces3
The survey asked respondents for suggestions on how to improve the process. One of the
improvements suggested by many responldents of the TRT negotiation processes was to ensure
that in the future there is enough time to complete the work and analyses. There were also
several suggestions about the quantity and quality of data and how to handle data in future
processes. Several respondents suggested not having multi-party negotiations if the data wasn’t.
bletter. Respondents commented that the process could be imiproved by having smaller groups or
fewer meetings over a longer time frame.
Other respondents suggested that more org,anization in the initial phases of the process would
improve thle potential for creative problem solving and consensus. Several respondents thoughi:
there should be a consistent messages from NMFS to follow MMPA mandates for publishing
plans and convening teams. Others suggested increased commitment of respondents in the
process. Two respondents suggested more preparation and involvement in the whole process
from all ofllices within NMFS including legal counsel, fisheries managers and decision-makers.
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El 3. Adyice for Future Participan?;s and Facilitators in Multi-PartyNegotia~jon Processes

Iiv

- hen. asked what advice partic@ants would ojf er negotiators who participate in future
negotiation processes, several respondents stressed the importance of coming prepared to
the meetings, with as much knowledge of the data, issues and sides, as possible. Several
respondents suggested that participants prepare themselves better by analyzing the role of NMFS
and determine NMFS follow-through. Some thought that NMFS needed to be more
straightforward. Others noted that respondents need to come to negotiations with an open mind.,
with a willingness to see others’ perspecti.ves and a willingness to compromise.
In response to what advice participants would gffer facilitators oj’jtiture TRTprocesses,
respondents offered the following comments: At least two respondents thought that NMFS
should not dismiss original suggestions on process structure and format. {Others suggested that
more opportunity for small group discussions involving more than one interest group would
move things forward. Several respondents suggested that faciilitators devise new ways to present
the data and determine its validity.

IV. IDiscussion
In our experience participants value the process and feel that iit is fair when*:
Parties have a compelling reason 1.0 participate in the process;
All parties with a significant interest in the issues are iinvolved in the process;,
The: parties who are affected or interested participate voluntarily;
The: parties have input into the design of the consensus process;
The: processes is flexible;
The: parties have equal access to data generation and information and have the
opportunity to participate effectively throughout the process:
The diverse interests are accepted and respected;
The: parties are accountable to their constituencies and the process;
The time limits and deadlines are realistic;
There is serious commitment by all parties that any agreement will be implemented and
monitored.
The NMFS Take Team Reduction negotiation process differefd from the ideal multi-party
negotiation process in several ways. First, the process was mandated by federal law. While
parties did participate voluntarily, the NMFS was required by law to convene the TRTs. Parties
may have felt they had few options but to participate.
* (See Gray., B. 1989, Collaborating Finding Corzmon Ground for M&&Party Problems, Winer, Michael and
Karen Ray, i:I:ollaboration Handbook: Creating, Su$aininF: and Enjoying Ihe Journey, SPIDR, 1997, j3est Practices_
for Governm.ent Agencies: Guidelines for Using Qllaborative Agreement Seeking Processes, Canadian National
Roundtable on the Environment and the Economy, Task Force on Consenlsus Decision Making, Guiding Principles
of
---..the Consensus Process.
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Second, the parties did not have any significant input into the design of th(eprocess. In most
multi-party negotiation processes the neultr,alconducts a convlening assessment before starting
alny process. The neutral, in most cases, is not an agency staff person. In interviews with the
p,arties the neutral can discover what kind of issues parties would like to discuss, who should be
involved, and if, indeed a collaborative process is appropriate. Without this type of convening it
is difficult to design a process that meets the parties’ needs and interests.
Third, parties did not have equal understanding of or access to data. A related fact is’ that all
parties did not accept the data used to determine that the stocks were strategic nor did they accept
the methodology to determine by-catch.
Fourth, the timelines mandated by the MMPA hampered serious learning and negotiation.
Negotiations take time to develop trust, to learn how the other parties view the issues and the
solutions and to develop and decide on options. The time period hindered several groups from
developing good negotiation relationships ;and certainly did not allow them enough time to fully
e:xplore options. In addition, some of the participants in the Team negotiations had prior
experience with one another in other forums. This history was an asset in some cases and posed
problems in others.
Finally, and most importantly, a bias was built into this evalu,ation survey. By the time we
surveyed the TRT participants they already knew the fate of their groups’ agreements. They
knew if the plans were being implemented as designed or if without an agreement their
recommendations and ideas were finding their way into the final plans. Participants felt that they
had devoted a lot of time and energy to difficult discussions tlhat were not reflected in either the
plans or the implementation. In comparison, in an evaluation of another consensus based
rulemaking process, 62% of the participants felt the final rule reflected the results of their
negotiations, while 17% of the conventional rulemaking participants felt that the final rule
reflected their input.( Kerwin, C. and Laura Langbein, 1995, ,4n Evaluation of Negotiated
Ij.ulemaking at the Environmental Protecthn Agency.)
There are several improvements suggested by respondents’ comments, survey analysis and
clonversations with the facilitators. The first of these improvements concerns data. The lack of
data and confidence in the data was clearly a stumbling block for many of the participants.
Agreement on which data to use and how data are generated is critical to lthe parties’ opinions
about the legitimacy of the process. It is important to distinguish the types of data that are of
c’oncern with respect to the involvement of stakeholders in obtaining or re:viewing data. Marine
Mammal Incidental take data need to be provided in a timely fashion and need to be organized so
that participants can see whether there arc any statistically significant factors. The TRTs where
both the NMFS statisticians and several Te:am members were integrally involved in massaging
data and proposing correlations to review were more successftil.
A second type of data is marine mammal population abundance and potential biological removal
(IPBR) numbers. These data are generated in a separate process before the decision to convene
the TRTs is made. In some cases credibility problems existed walking into the negotiations. On
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some teams even NMFS’ staff and researchers earnest attempts to provide the rationale for the
PBR was not accepted by some TRT mernlbers. Integrating representative parties into
8development of PBR calculations has appeared to alleviate mistrust on some TRTs.
The process could spend more time assessing the adequacy of the data and encouraging
participants to share data. Also, if particip,ants think the data are inadequate or biased then the
TRT might agree to not try and achieve consensus. Instead they might develop bycatch
reduction options targeted at different sce:narios, or develop another process so that expectations
are adjusted appropriately.
A second improvement could be to increase the time allowed for the negotiation processes. Six
months time was clearly not appropriate for some Teams especially when. working with
volunteer participants. More time could be found by conducting a few workshops prior to when
the TRT negotiation is formally started. The purpose of the workshops could be to focus on dat,a
.justification for the strategies, stock calculations and the PBR numbers. In these workshops
experts from different disciplines could informally interact wiith TRT participants and hopefully
narrow the mistrust of the data up front and provide an opportunity to discuss perceived or real
gaps or problems with the data. This model has been successfully used by RESOLVE in other
resource management negotiations.
Finally, the composition of each team and the authority of the NMFS staff at the negotiation
t.able need to be clarified. NMFS staff role: at the table was not the same on all five Teams, and
sfometimes the roles of NMFS staff changed over the course of the six-month negotiation on a
Team. NMFS needs to develop a policy regarding who sits at the table, tlheir role, and authority
to speak on behalf of the agency. If the NMFS representative: at the table does not represent the
NMFS Senior Management Team, NMFS can’t expect other ‘TRT participants to speak on behalf
of their organization, association or agency. A significant amount of frustration with the process
occurred after the conclusion of the negotiations when participants perceived that their
recommendations were not being acted upon or implemented,. Many agencies conduct training in
negotiation and collaborative decision making for agency negotiators and agency decisionmakers
before the agency participates in collaborative processes. This helps the agency learn about its
role and what staff can do to participate effectively. It is particularly important to be clear about
roles and expectations if the agency negotiators are not the same as the agency decisionmakers.
However, it is important to note that NMIFS staff at the table struggled with their role at the table
and should be acknowledged for their efforts to address their role in a straight forward and hone,st
manner.

TJ. Conclusion

r
r

his evaluation demonstrates the benefits and challenges of involving stakeholders in
collaborative processes on highly controversial public policy issues. The survey shows that
respondents thought the processes were fair and effective when they had enough time to
negotiate, when they felt heard, when their opinions were incorporated into the final plans, and
when there was enough data to make good decisions. However, if the negotiation process is
compromised by ongoing political pressures, inconsistent guidance from federal agency
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dccisionmakers, and inadequate timelines and data the consensus building; process can end up
taking longer than the traditional rulemaking processes. Furthermore, participants can quickly
lose faith in government decisionmakers if participation is not carefully thought out and followed
through.
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Appendix 1:
Survey Results
From Five
Take Reduction Team
Process Evaluations

Appendix

survey

1

Survey

#

Question

Ulantic

Evaluations

negotiations

involved

TRT’s have you participated

Large Whale TRT

Atlantic Offshore

Cetaceans

;ulf of Maine

Mid Atlantic

Pacific

Offshore

ii
0

i2

3

6

3

4

7-2 negotiafions

3

0

7

2

3-4 negotiafions

1

3
d

2

0

Cetaceans

rotal

Responses

43
22

in?

More than 5 negobations
1.2. How many previous

Process

10
9

Yes
NO
multi-party

of Five TRT Negotiation

Response

/Category
1. Some Information
About You and Your Take Reduction
Team
I.1.a. Have you had previous involvement
in multi-party negotiations?

I.ib. #of previous

Results

6

3

17
7
19

in?
(1) TRJ
TRT’S
(3) TRT’S
(4) TRT’S
(2)

10

3

6

1

0
3

33
19
1
12

1.3. Sector Representation
Academic/Scientific
Comm.
Fishing industry
Environmeniai/Conseraiion

0
2

State
Federal

1

Inferstate Flshe!y Mgmt. Coun.
Other
II. Some Questions
About Your Experience
11.1.Were you contacted by mediator/facilitator

enough

information

3
2

prior to first meeting?
Yes

If yes. did you have

9
26
12
10

19

11

6

0

0

0

16

10

6

64
1

about:

Il.1.a Your role in the process?
"

3

56
9

Il.1.b. Purpose of the process?
Yes
NC

18

10

15

6

1

1

1

0

Yes

16

9

11

14

6

NC

3

2

0

2

0

Yes

13

6

9

NC

6

3

2

60
3

11.1.~. Types of issues to be discussed?

Il.1.d. How the negotiation

56
7

process would be structured?

8
8

5
0

43
19
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1

Question

Results

of Five TRT Negotiation

Process

Evaluations

Response
Atlantic

11.2.Prior to the first meeting did you know other TRT members?
11.2.a. I knew some of the TRT members:

Large Whale TRT
19

Atlantic

Offshore
11

Cetaceans

Gulf of Maine
11

Mid Atlantic

Pacific Offshore

Cetaceans

Total

Responses

16

6

2
2
10

2
0
4

40

5
1
0

44
20
0

5

61
3

I GfeKm?. I knew:
my sector on/y
l-2 other sectors
3 or more other sectors
11.2.b. I did not know any TRT members.
III. During the Negotiations
111.1. Did the TRT membership

reflected

did you participate

111.3.During TRT mtgs were you given an opportunity

your views?
A// the trme
Most of the time
None of the time
Comments
were others able to present their views?
Yes
No7
If not, p/ease explain

111.5. During the meetings, did you feel your opinions
and incorporated into the plan?

6
5

2

assistance

14
4

7
!!

2
7

0
4
!C

2

15
4
0

7
4
0

7
3
0

10
8
0

16
2

11
0

11
0

18
0

14
2

8
2

9
2

15
0

6

0

52
6

Yes
No
Comments

5
13

2
9

1
7

7
10

4
2

19
41

Yes
No
Co.mments

17
2

9
2

4
5

17

1

were taken seriously

data in your TRT process

111.7.Did you have the necessary

17

1

to express

Yes
“‘0
Comments
111.6. Did you have sufficient

0

in?
1-2 meetings
more than l/2 meetings
a!.

111.4.During TRT meetings,

0

6
13

a balance of perspectives?
Yes
NO
/f not, explain why no1

1111.2.How many of the TRT meetings

2
6
11

to interpret

to support

negotiation?

the data?
5

0

I

52
10
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1

urvey #
ategory

Question

Ulantic Larae

negotiations

between

parties

with

different

parties

with

similar

Evaluations

Whale TRT

Ulantic Offshore

Cetaceans

&If

of Mains

Uid Atlantic

Pacific

Offshore

Cetaceans

rotal Resoonsez

views?

No
among

Process

time for:
Yes

Caucuses

of Five TRT Negotiation

Response

.8. During the Mtgs. was there adequate
Informal

Results

50
9

15

8

15

3

2

2

2

2

18

10

17

4

57
6

37
25

views?
Yes

1

No

Comments
.9. Was there adequate time for the overall negotiations?
Yes
No
not, how much

time

would

Advance

Meeting

Advance

Length

Meeting

notlce

5
1

5
3

0
0

4

2

11
6
12

be preferred?

2 more months
3 more months
more time?
1.10. Were the following

4
13

items satisfactor)!:

or not satisfactory?

of meetings

11
0

10
0

18
0

6
0

63
0

14

8
2

9
0

16

4

2

6
0

53
8

Satisfactory
Not Satisfactov

16

8

5

1

9
1

17

2

55
6

Satisfactory
Nof Safisfactory

19
0

10

9
1

17

3

1

3

58
6

Satisfacfofy
Not Satisfactory
Comments

16

10
0

9
1

18

5

0

0

Satisfactory
Not Satisfactory

18

Sabsfacfory
Not Satisfactory

0

locations

packet

materials

1

of meetings

summaries

1.11. What advice would you offer negotiators
t future negotiation processes?

who participate
Commenfs

58
2
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.12. Did you feel that the TRT Negotiation

process

Results

of Five TRT Negotiation

Process

Evaluations

was fair?
Yes

14

7

No'

4

2

P/ease explain:
.13. At the end of the last mtg. were you satisfied

with the results?
No,

,.14. What were the most beneficial

aspects

Yes, why?
why not?

3

5

6

15

6

4

23
35

of the TRT process?
Comments

1.16. What were the most difficult

aspects

of the TRT process?
Comments

1.16. Would you advise NMFS to hold a TRT Mtg. during the time
le NMFS Proposed Mgmt. Plan is out for public comment?

I
Yes !

34
22

6
2

!f not, i&at !&d of public kwolvement

process wou!d yo:: s-ggest? ,

I
1.17. Is this multiparty negotiation
Igmt. decision making?

process

effective

in marine resource
Yes
No
Comments

1.18. What improvements
recess for the future?

would you suggest

11

1

2

6

14

6

3

1

0

44
7

for the TRT negotiation
Comments

V. Questions
About the TRTMediator
J.I. Please rate the mediator on the following
Annro2rh2hilitv
.(_r.--.
.-..

1 Communication

characteristics:

I

..,

during

Excellent
Good
Poor

17

6

6

2

4

0

Excellent
Good
Poor

14

0

0

49
15
1

meeting
5
0

41
20
2
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7

3
1

Poor'

It/

c. Responsiveness
Excellent

Good
Poor
d. Ability

to move

meeting

process

Good
Poor
to break

Good

to capture

4
2
0

40
21
4

77
10
2

4
7
0

0
3
0

3

30
29
5

6
IO

3
5

5
6
0

3

3.5
25

12
6
1

6
3
2

0
3
0

12
6
1

7
0
3

7
4
0

Excellent
Good

9
9

2
7

Excelient
Good
Poor
Comments

11
3
2

5
5

Excellent
Good

Poor

0

39.5
22.5
3

4
2
0

43
15
6

4
6

3
3

26
35

7

4
2
0

36
21
3

all parties
Excellent

Good
Poor1
h. UnderstandIng

4

25
29
7

ideas

I

g. Fair with

7
4
0

5

impasse
Excellent

If. Ability

3
3

forward

Excelient
Excelient

e. Ability

15
4
0

I

of the issues

IV.2 Overall how would you rate the mediator’s

IV.3. What advice would you offer to mediators

performance?

of future TRT processes?
Comments

4
0

I

Appendix

2

Process Elvahation Su~wey
National Marine Fisheries Service
Take Reduction Team Negotiation

I.

Some Information

About You and Your Take Reduction

Team

La.) Prior to participating in the Take Reduction (I’RT) Negotiations, had you ever
been involved in other negotiation processesinvolving a large group of interested
parties!
Yes
No

Lb.) If yes, pleaseindicate how many by placing ;acheck in the appropriate box
1-2 other negotiations
3-4

More than 5
2. How many TRT negotiations did you participate in?
1TRT

9
->

2 Tlxr.s; ~-

3 TRTs;

4.TRTs

3. I represented the :following sector at the TKI’ negotiation table:
Academic/Scientific Community
Fishing industry (in.clud.ingprocessors)

S’tate
Fyederal
LnterstateFishery Management Council
Other; pleaselist ---

-~

Now Some Questions About Your Experience
II.

Before the Negotiations

Started

1. Prior to the first meeting, were you contacteldby the mediator/‘f:acilitator?
Yes
No
If yes, did you have enough informaaion about:

2. Prior to the first meeting, did you know other TRT members? (anszm-a.ur b.)
:1)

I knew some of the TRT members.
Of those TRT members I knew, I knew members representing
my sector only
1-2 other sectors
3 or more other sectors
I did not know any of the TRT members.

III.

During

The Negotiations

1. Did you think the TRT membership reflected a balance of perspectives?
-~

Yes

-____ No
gnat, plimt: exphin z&y not

2. How many meetings of the TRT did you participate in?
-___ only l-2 meetings
-~

more than l/2 meetings

3. During the TRT meetings were you given an opportunity to expressyour views?
All the time
__-- Most of the time
None of the time

4.) During the meetings, were others able to present their views?
__-- Yes
__-- No
rfnot, phse eixphiz

5.) During the meetings did you feel that your opinions were take.nseriously and
incorporated into the recommendledplan?
_---

Yes
No

6. In complex marine management issues,not all data are availalble. Did you have
sufficient data in your TRT process to support the negotiation?
----

Yes
No

7. Did you have the necessaryassistanceto interpret the data?
-_~- Yes
No

8. During the meetings was there adequatetime for
-___
_-

----

---T-K-m

a. Inform:al negotiations between
. . .parties
.. with
. _different views;’--l---i--i
1b. Caucusesamong parties with sldX
iI------ views?

t. -

9. Was there adequatetime for the overall negotiations?
Yes
No
If not, how much time would be preferred?

--

2 more months
3 more months
more time?

10. Were the following items satisfactory, or not satisfactory?

11. What advice would you offer negotiators who participate in future negotiation

processes?

12. Did you feel that the TRT negotiation processwas fair?
Yes
No
Phse explain:

13.At the end of the last meeting, were you satisfied with the results or outcome of
the negotiation?
Yes
why?

----

No
Why not? ----14.What were the most beneficial aspectsof the TRT process?

15.What were the most difficult aspectsof the TRT process?

-

16. Would you adviseNMFS to hold a TRT meeting during the tim.e the NMFS

Proposed Managem’entPlan is out :for public comment?
Yes
No
If not, what kind of public involvement processwould you suggest?

17. Is this multiparty negotiation process effective in marine resource management

decision making?
Yes
No

18.What improvements would you suggestfor the TRT negotiation process for the
future?
---

-

-

IV. Now Comments About the TRTMediator
1. Pleaserate the mediator on the following characterktics:

--

--

-.-a. Approachability
b. Communication
l
during meeting
l
in between meetings
--.c. Responsivenessto my concerns
d. Ability to move meeting process forward
-.-e. Ability to break impasse
-f. Ability to capture ideas suggestedby the TRT
g. Fair with all parties
-h. Understanding of the issues

2. Overall how would you rate the mediator’s performance?
Excellent
Good
Poor

3. What advice would you offer to mediators of future TRT processes?

--

-

-

V.
1.

Information

About

Yourself(optionalJ

If you are willing to identify yourself, pleaseindicate your
Name:

--

----

--

--

(Pleaseprint clearly)
Organization:

--

2. Are you willing to be interviewed by telephone about the TRT process?
If yes, pleaselist your telephone number and datesthat you are nti availablein
September.
Telephone number (

)___--

@av or even@).
circle one

Dates I am not available in September to talk

3. Would you prefer to be interviewed by someone other than Abby Arnold?
Yes

--

.No

Thank you for filling

out this survey!

---

--

-

Appendix 3 :
Survey Respondents’
Comments

---

---

B&ME OF TRT: Atlantic

Offshore

Cetaceans

TRT

Process Evaluation Survqy
National Marine Fisheries Service
Take Reduction Team Negotiation
1.

Some Information
sections)

About You and Your Take Reduction Team (no comment

II.

Before the Negotiations Started (110comment sectioins)

III.

During The Negotiations

1. Did you think the TRT membership reflected a balance of’perspectives?
Yes:

(No comments)

No:
. I felt there was insufficient representation by the environmental/conservation community.
.
.
.

Animal activist representatives should not have a veto on actual participants in a fislhery attempting to resolve
their MM problems within a reasonable and practical application of relevant laws.
NMFS, environmentalists, and longliners certainly had a pre-approved agenda and goal.
The problem with the Atlantic Offshore Cetacean TRT, was that too many different commercial fleets were
brought into a process simultaneously and they should have been separated into two distinct glroups to work
with the NMFS and outside interests to address each fleet’s problems.

3. During the TRT meetings were you given an opportunity to express your views?
Comments. I feltfacilitator
.
.

was biased toward the industry and did not uphold the ground rules of the negotiation.
Furthermore, she didn’t listen to the concerns of all of the parties.
The facilitator did an excellent job of allowing equal opportunity to express your views in a volatile situation.
The outcome was predetermined so my point of view, when allowed to be presentecl, was completely ignored.

4. During the meetings, were others able to present their views?
Yes:
. In the first meeting a representative from the North Atlantic Review Team stated that calculations - such as
.

PHR’s, etc. could not be discussed- this endecl discussion of one of thie primary issues.
The facilitator was great at keeping things open and allowing everyone to voice their opinion.

No: (No comments)

NAME OF TRT: Afnlanfic Offshore Cetaceans ---.TR7
5. During the meetings, did you feel that your opinions were: taken seriously and incorporated
into the recommended plan?
yes: (No comments)

.
.
.

6.

I cautioned about developing a plan that required making changes to fishery managlement practices. Almost 2
years later the plan has not been implemented because it is viewed as too complicated by NMFS.
Animal activists outright vetoed a few practical and reasonable alternatives.
The goal of this TRT was not to protect mammals; it was to strengthen a certain industry group’s position with
the “hill”, NMFS, and the enviironmental community.

In complex marine management issues, not all data are available. Did you have sufficient
data in your TRT process to support the negotiation?

Yes: (No comments)
&I
. The Mid-Atlantic TRT had much better data and better staff support.
.
.
.
.

.
.

Longline data were sparse and outdated; population information a bit more shaky thlan for marine coastal
species. No data at that time on travel data.
NMFS bycatch data is often a year out of date, and in this instance there was insufficient data from longline
fishery to really develop effective bycatch reduction measures.
Example - 3 different sets of “Observer” data for 1 fishery were neveir reconciled. Marine mammal takes neveir
discussed during meetings welre added for another fishery in FINAL draft.
Most importantly was to determine PBR levels, which are formulated using stock assessments. The stock
assessments for marine mammals were conducted at the wrong time of year and outdated. A full,
comprehensive assessment needs to be conducted. Our livelihoods are at stake and we are using flawed and
incomprehensive data - very frustrating.
Plenty ofdata but it was poorly prepared and when convenient it was ignored - the llongliners were the dirtiest
fishery at the table, yet they left the table unscathed.
The time lag for processing da.tawithin NMFS is unacceptable.

7. Did you have the necessary assistance to interpret the data?

.
.

I obtained it myself; it was not part of the data per se.
NMFS science staff are always helpful.

No.
--...A
. Very little NMFS assistance in this manner. We were lucky to have our own scientific consultant even though
.

he had major problems acquiring NMFS data.
Not all the time, certain individuals think the:y are better than everyone else is because only they understand the
nonsense they prepare.

8. During the meetings was there adequate time for informal negotiations and caucuses among
parties.
(:ommentzc
l

.

Little dialogue outside of meetings between fishermen and conservatiionists, except pair trawl fisherman who
sought our sympathy in their battle with the longliners.
Of course the environmentalists could caucus anytime but others did not get treated the same way.

&lME OF TRT: At!2ntic Offshore Cetaceans
10. Were the following items satisfactory, or not satisfactory (advance notice of meetings,
meeting location, advance materials, meeting summaries, etc.?

TR7:

Comments:
. Hotels good; central location - but meetings in Boston, Warwick tend to encourage participants to separate into
.
.

.
.
.

interest groups and dine/drink separately, so iinformal negotiation does lnot happen.
As long as drafts were circulated and revised to reflect comments - it worked ok, but many times it required a
prolonged back and forth process.
Final summary of strategies was flawed which caused further phone conversations to sign off on changes that
impacted everyone. This caused some minor breakdown in strategies and I believe the groups that felt not all
their conditions were met orchestrated it.
The facilitator did a good job of organizing, but NMFS made sure that a true negotiation was impossible.
Advance materials sometimes came at the last minute.
Downtown Boston traffic is unbearable.

11. What advice would you offer negotiators who participate in future negotiation processes?
Comments:
. NMFS needs to have better data available.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

Remote meetings, be wary of NMFS commitment to follow through.
Take time to work with one another outside of the formal process. Do not wait until the end to address the
tough issues.
Be honest, try to see the problems from other perspectives and be willing to compromise.
Take original formats and structure suggestions more seriously. Hook and line fisheries should not have been
directly included with driffnet and pair trawl then when pair trawl wars banned they should not have been
allowed at the table.
That the agency already (before) has an agenda and is just going through the formalities. Thus, minimizing the
bias and demand on time and complete data prior to negotiations.
Do not trust anyone from NMFS, the environmentalists and/or the ac,ademic side.
Be prepared to compromise; do homework - know the issues/sides.
NMFS needs to be more straightforward - NMFS lawyers need to be on the team.
Get the data first, then start on the process.

112. Did you feel that the TRT negotiation process was fair?
Yes.
-A
. Good process, but de-authorizing one fishery in mid-negotiation was tough on the moods. Swordfish squabbles
.
.

colored the argument process.
Process was fair; the facilitator was not prepared and was biased. NMFS did not honor the process.
Must admit the TRT negotiations itself were conducted somewhat fairly. The breakdown came 24 hours after
its completion, with several participating groups developing strategies to stymie TRT strategies.

B;lo:
. NMFS never engaged. If NMFS had, and some of industry’s practical.1suggestions been allowed a full
l

discussion - some better alternatives could have been developed.
NMFS nonsense to keep the “hill” happy and a few environmentalists.

13. At the end of the last meeting, were you satisfied with the results or outcome of the
negotiation?
Yes, Whv?
.
.
.

It was a decent plan that NMFS needs to implement. (2)
I felt that is was as fair as possible for the first step of the plan.
Yes, but only partially because there were several loose ends that were left.

&JME
.

OF TRT: Atlantic

Offshore

Cetaceans

TRL

It appeared we had reached consensus on what looked at the outset like an impossibsle situation.

No, Why not?
.
.
.
.
.
.

1 agreed, under pressure, to something I should never have supported (set allocation).
No, because I felt the regime was focused on fishery management ratlher than marine mammal take reduction.
Practical alternatives were buried. Never received complete/accurate data.
The TRT agreed to try some ideas that had little likelihood of workin g, without clearly identifying next steps if
the idea(s) failed.
Did not thoroughly complete agreed upon telephone conversations, which created a few implicit changes. Not
the proper procedure; either stay and finish or set-up for another meeting.
The cleanest fishery (pair trawl) was not given a second look.

14. What were the most beneficial aspects of the TRT process?
Clomments’
--------A
. Solution of difficult problem with no one really “winning.”
.
.
.

To hear everyone’s side and get a different viewpoint you may not have had. To gailn a more balanced
perspective. (3)
Reality check, NMFS officials are more concerned about their jobs and political futures, than mammal or
fishery resources.
Professionally, the exchange between NMFS marine mammal and university and private sources was the most
beneficial in terms of learning more about the nature of the problem and the perceptions of the biological
impact.

15. What were the most difficult aspects of the TRT process?
Gomments:
. NMFS - nearly 2 year delay in implementation of any rule.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.

.

Longliners went to congressional representatives and tried to influence process.
NMFS’s message to TRT as to what was an acceptable goal for reduction or reduction strategy changed
constantly.
Insufficient data. (2)
NMFS staff that cannot commit the agency to the plan. Lack of lawyer’s (NOAA) willing to participate in the
plan/TRT process to help legally guide the plam development.
Dealing with people with a fixed agenda.
Placing gillnets and pair trawl at the same table with hook and line was absurd. DeaLlingwith animal activists
precludes attempts towards practical and reaslonable alternatives. Igniuring the international component of
marine mammal interactions, especially for HMS fisheries is a fundamental flaw as is ignoring recreational
marine mammal takes and serious injuries.
Closed-minded point of views by environmentalists and others on the extremely fast track process on difficult
concerns that did not happen overnight and were not to be remedied overnight without severe economic
hardship. All or nothing attitude.
Working with inadequate data; inability of NOAA council to provide straight answers.

16. Would you advise NMFS to hold a TRT meeting during the time the NMFS Proposed
Management Plan is out for public comment?
.
.
.
.
.

Public can observe and be in audience as has always been the case.
TRT should be given an opportunity to review Ipublic comment.
The TRT’s should meet to evaluate take rates, plan effectiveness, etc.
Aid in responding to comments and the possibility of tweaking the strategies further. Also to assure that they
implement these strategies in a timely fashion.
Why bother - NMFS does not care about what is right or wrong.

&/ME

OF TRT: Atlantic

Offshore

Cetaceans

TRI:

No:
. I think it depends on how different NMFS’ plan is from what the TRT recommendeid.
1’7. Is this multiparty negotiation process effective in marine resource management decision
making?
Yes:
. Sometimes. IF you don’t have a formal “Council” type system to involve public this is probably next best.
.
.
.

.

.
.

Good process could work but in this case, the: swordfish battle is so political, it affected the process.
It is very helpful so long as the agency implelments it -- which they have not! (2)
It is very important for the scientific and management communities to come together with user groups to solve
problems. Management cannot alone make decisions on an industry that they have no prior experience in.
They should all be on an equal footing.
Especially on Pelagic - HMS and PR of Office of Sustainable Fisheries mandates - fisheries management with
little peer review. Not like the council system where you have an opportunity to participate. Industry input in
pelagic is lacking tremendously.
If you did not have too many parties, otherwise its more like a regional council which is a much longer process
which the MM TRT process is designed to speed up.
Assuming participants are willing to negotiatle and that they reasonably represent th’eir constituency.

No:
l

.

NMFS has never published the plan, which does not support success or good faith. (2)
Not under the parameters and representation set by this TRT.

113.What improvements would you suggest for the TRT negotiation process for the future?
Comments.
-. NMGeds
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

to bring better analyses of data to the table.
Consistent messages from NMFS- follow MMPA mandates for publishing plans and convening teams.
This group needs a strong facilitator.
The facilitators prepare themselves better and try to get a better grasp of the political issues.
It was evident that a professional ran TRT process and it would be hard to improve on that. The only
improvement I see would be for the government to make every effort to implement the TRT recommendations.
NMFS should engage during the process to work through what would be reasonable and practical instead of
rejecting a consensus outcome.
NMFS scientists must be given ample opportunity and resources to have completed and requested data available
plus provide explanatory assistance along the way.
The ability of the facilitator to call one more Imeeting to polish and t?ne-tune the rec80mmendations. Often, the
final agreements are made in the final minutes before people have to lleave to catch their flights. A firm
deadline drives these decisions. The polishing meeting could be announced after thie final agreement meeting.
Better data and a better understanding of where the agency is going. Fairer and more industry representatives
on the teams, for they are being adversely impacted the most.
Do not waste my time and other taxpayer money.
My biggest concern is that the TRT process will1 fail due to a timely lack of follow-through by NMFS.
Make sure the data has been thoroughly peer reviewed.

IV. Now Comments about the TRT Mediator?
2.

Overall, how would you rate the mediator’s performance?

I

@AME OF TRTaantic

Offshore

Cetaceans

TRL:

&rnments:
.
.
.
.

3.
.
.
.
.
.

-

She was caught in a political maelstrom; she could have been more assertive.
I am always impressed working with a professional; the process goes smoother and saves a lot of wasted time.
Allowed animal activists and certain academic individuals to veto imiportant discuss;ions and options.
Her hands were tied.

What advice would you offer to medliators of future TRT processes?
Make sure people from NMFS are empowered to make decisions (as opposed to reflecting on them.)
Don’t allow NMFS to discuss original sugges,tions or structure and format.
Allow time for small group caucuses involving different interests; these groups coulld discuss issue in detail ant
hammer out a draft to present to the whole group.
Insist on valid and up to date data and the agency’s agenda.
Pass on the job - let NMFS Leadership do it.

.-

NAME OF TRT: A t/ant&

Larqe Whale TR]:

Process Evaluation Survey
National Marine Fisheries Service
Take Reduction Team Negotiation
I.

Some Information
sections)

II.

Before the Negotiations Started - (no comment sections)

III.

During The Negotiations

About You alnd Your Take Reduction Team - (no comment

1. Did you think the TRT membership reflected a balance of‘perspectives?
J&i

(no comments)

No.
-2
.
.

Members from the scientific community were much less biased - in general- than the Harbor Porpoise TK’I‘.
Not a balance of interested and affected parties.

3. During the TRT meetings were you gilven an opportunity to express your views?
Comments.
--*
.

ThGre
too many people in the plenary sessions to really explore an idea in depth. (2)
More time could have been expended on seeking out opinions throughout the process. I believe there were
many surprises when it came time to determine recommendations and consensus on actions.

4. During the meetings, were others able to present their views?
Ifn’ot, please explain:
. There were too many people trying to address too complex an issue in too little time.
.
.
.

Shark fishermen didn’t /wouldn’t come.
Only individuals who raised their hands were recognized; other views were not sought after.
The large size of the group made it difficult and fears about taping. Some were nervous by the fact that certain
members of the public were listening.

5. During the meetings did you feel that your opinions were taken seriously and incorporated
into the recommended plan?
Yes,
. Taken seriously, yes; incorporated into the plan, not always/occasionally.

.
“‘We

did not reach consensus

NAME OF TRT: AtIan&

6.

Large Whale TR]:

In complex marine management issu.es,not all data are available. Did you have sufficient
data in your TRT process to support the negotiation?

yesi
. Sufficient data is almost never available for natural resource management decisions, but I think we had as much
.

data as we could reasonably expect. (2)
Center staff was a superb resource for the Team.

No:
. Sufficient data does not exist. (2)
.
.

.
.
l

.

7.

There are big gaps in our understanding of where whales occur and why and how they become entangled.
In some cases the data may not have existed- in other cases, however, the data was known, but not organized or
presented to the TRT members in either a timely or particularly useful way. This situation reflected badly on
NMFS.
No, we could use more data on the nature of entanglements and the origin of the gear.
Needed data were usually provided at the nex.t meeting.
NMFS staff worked diligently to provide analysis of available data and they should be credited - however, other
data sets were nonexistent or poorly documented; for example, historic whale entanglement data were not well
documented to ascertain year types. Also for some fisheries the data were weak or dated - for example gillnet
effort data were 3 years old and the industry insisted they were inadequate given the reductions in effort due to
groundfish regulations. Also, the lobster trap f‘ishing effort is not sufficiently detailed regarding locations.
Finally, the whale distribution data were skewed to locations of WW boats - especially for Right whales.
The time lag for processing of data within NMIFS is unacceptable.

Did you have the necessary assistance to interpret the data?

ygm;
. The available
.

data were well presented. NMFS staff in particular hel,ped make whale sightings data
understandable.
In most cases, yes. In many cases, the interpretations of the data were quite varied.

p-IO:
. Specifically, the PBR numbers. There was no opportunity to debate the derivation of these numbers.
10. Were the following items satisfactory, or not satisfactory’?
Comments.
--. I wish
had covered the early material more quickly to provide for more meetings.
.
.

The advance materials could have been much better organized for TR.T members.
The summaries were often quite delayed, and t;he final approval and cliscussions were difficult after the passage
of long periods of time.

11. What advice would you offer negotiators who participate in future negotiation processes?
Cornments?.-----A
. Define process and issues better for participation before the process formally begins. (2)
.

.

Some people at the meetings were able to make decisions on the spot, while others had to consult with superiors
or constituents first. Everyone should understand which situation people are in and not expect instant decisions
from people who cannot make them.
Do your homework; work towards recommendations sooner in the schedule, allowing more time for
compromise and negotiation. 1 felt we tackled many difficult issues in the end and then walked away with
many feeling somewhat disillusioned with the experience.

NAME OF TRT: Atlantic
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

Large Whale TR;]:

Do not allow the process to be driven by a cou~rtcase and do not engage in sequential phone conversations in am
attempt to reach consensus.
If you are not willing to negotiate, then don’t p,articipate. If interest groups can’t participate for legitimate
reasons (e.g. meetings during prime fishing season) then find ways to accommodate. (E.g., hold shark-fishing
session(s) in southeast when fishermen are not fishing.
Perhaps try to task fact finders to gather data, prior to 1”’ meeting, and keep a wary (eyefor diminishing returns
in data gathering during process.
Beware of six-month deadlines.
Go to the source of the problem - shipping lames.
Be open to other’s views and attempt to understand their perspective ton the issues.
The TRT showed that in some cases, fishermen are better off outside the process, so this does not color other
negotiations.

12. Did you feel that the TRT negotiation process was fair?
&&
. As much as it could be given the outside pressures and the political press once the plan was proposed.
.
.

I feel that the med.iator did a very good job of rnaintaining a fair atmosphere.
Reasonable balance of interests and perspectives.

.
.

Out-numbered by those who represented environmental interests. (2)
Individuals who are interested in solutions to problems are at a disadvantage relativ’e to individuals who take
extreme positions in order to negotiate the outcome they prefer.
Some folk’s suggestions were written down, followed up on, and incorporated, while others were not.
There was not an understanding of how the fishing industry works - i.e., requirements of gear by nature and
minimum human meeds.
Not enough time at the end, some fIshermen representatives seemed burned out by TRT’s and seemed to say: ”
won’t agree anymore to shutting myself down or restricting myself. Let NMFS and the courts do it.”

.
.
.

13. At the end of the last meeting, were you satisfied with the results or outcome of the
negotiation?
Yes, Why?
. I felt there were sound recommendations to address the issues - despite lack of consensus.
.

Best available outcome.

No
-2- Why not?
. The group didn’t have time to come to consensus on some points. (5)
.
.
l

.
.
.
.

There were some negative personal dynamics that I didn’t know how to mitigate. (2)
We didn’t have enough information to make good decisions.
Not reflective of reality.
Because we had not reached consensus.
One principal group refused to negotiate throughout- denying that they were part of the problem and solution and relying on political strengths to get their way.
Consensus was not reached and this spawned spin-off meetings that were not properly run - the so-called
state/industry TRT.
No, shipping lanes are not regulated to my satisfaction.

14. What were the most beneficial aspects of the TRT process’?
.

Bringing together of varied stakeholders- insights into differing viewpoints regarding the problems associated
with take reduction. (6)

NAME OF TRT: Atlantic
l

.

.
.
.
.

Larqe Whale TR;7:

An opportunity for stakeholders to hash through data and understand at least some points of “opponents” views.
(2)
Having a neutral facilitator was good, but there were times when we needed active Imediation.
We all kept a sense of humor and laughed durmg the difficult times.
Clearer understanding of the issues and the perspectives of each interest group.
Contact with the other members.
To see people from different types of industry sacrificing part of then business to protect the whale.

115.What were the most difficult aspects of the TRT process?
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

Trying to agree on measures that would ease a suspected problem (whale entanglements) without hindering
fisherman’s ability to function, affecting one’s Ilivelihood. (2)
Making decisions on data that I thought was insufficient. (2)
The group was too large for personal interactions that would have helped in some problem areas. (2)
Personalities
The differences between the viewpoints of some sectors were so great that a short process couldn’t possibly
achieve consensus.
Trying to establish where members stood on the proposed recommendations as the ,processneared the end and if
there could be agreement or compromise to address the TRT goals.
The personal attacks and lies that occurred once the process broke down.
The Massachusetts lawsuit; knowledge that large ships had greater impacts on right whales than fishing, yet no
one could guarantee that shipping industry would do its part to reduce interactions.
For me, it was the industry’s expectation that I ally myself with their ipositions.
Uncertainties as to how well the views of the “Fishing Community” were represented.
Trying to get conservation people to understand how the fishing industry works.

16. Would you advise NMFS to hold a TRT meeting during the time the NMFS Proposed
Management Plan is out for public comment?

ygeg
. It would

be useful for different sectors to be able to get together again, but I wouldn’t expect all differences to
be resolved.

&,:. If not, what kind of public involvement process would ylou suggest?
. Hold a TRT meeting after receipt and summarization of public comments. (4)
.

The time for another TRT meeting would be after the report is submitted to but before public comment - this
would provide the team a chance to provide input on the team’s recommendations and the service’s proposed
action.

17. Is this multiparty negotiation process e-ffective in marine resource management decision
making?
yg
.
Depends on how one defines “effective,” I believe it does offer the opportunity for all stakeholders to have input
and knowledge of the process. (2)
.
Yes, it is still the best process if NMFS could get the implementation right.
l
It’s worth the try. (2)
.
From my perspective it is the only way to reach an objectively fair resolution to complex problems.
.
Depends on issues involved. Process must be well supported; halfway effort will fa.il.
.
I am sure it gave the decision-makers a broadhr perspective.

No
--_
. If one or more interest group refuses to negotiate, the group cannot reach consensus. It is also hard to tind
consensus when one group won’t come to the meetings.

NAME OF ‘TRT: Atlantic
.

Larqe Whale TR’7:

It fell apart in this case because NMFS droppeid the ball (in my opinion) which resulted in political chaos.

18. What improvements would you suggest for the TRT negotiation process for the future?
&nments:
. Ensure that there is sufficient time to complete the work and analyses, either by having a smaller group or fewer
.

.
.

.
.

.
.
.
.

meetings for longer periods of time. (4)
With more organization of early phases of the process (more information on process, issues, roles), the
negotiation phase could be reached earlier in the schedule and possibly allow for mlore potential for creative
problem solving and consensus. (3)
Do not try and reach consensus after everyone has left the table.
Make sure that participants are willing to participate in good faith. It would also be helpful if fisheries
participants recognized that they were part ofthe problem - for a good part of at least two meetings, fishing
interests were in a state of denial - “Not us, we don’t take whales.”
More participation from the fishing industry.
The person who is seeking solutions to the pro:blems is at a distinct disadvantage in a “negotiation process.”
There needs to be some recognition that there are those who are being paid to be at the meetings, who will not
be affected in any way by regulations, and whose organizations benefit from conflict.
High level of support for working commercial/fisherman.
More data on interactions from ships and military vessels, also pollution.
Be sure NMFS is willing to defer to the team rather than the Council and other parts of NMFS.
Remember that people come first, not mammalls.

IV. Now Comments About the TRT Mediator
2. Overall how would you rate the mediator’s performance?
. She ran out of time.
. This was a complex issue and the mediator wolrked very hard to understand the issues; she and the staff were
.
.
.
.
3.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

very productive before and after meetings.
The facilitator wasn’t able to control a very d,ifficult group of people.
I felt that the meetings were moderated, but not facilitated.
Very good overall. I believe that in some cases the mediator should have pressed forward toward the
negotiation/recommendation process sooner.
It is hard to separate the mediator’s performance from the outcome-, which was unsatisfactory due to problems
beyond the mediator’s control.

What advice would you offer to mediators of future TRT’ processes?
Talk with each participant ahead of time.
Know all sides of the issue.
Organize NMFS presentation of data.
If the group is as large as this one was, plan f;or more caucuses and small group discussions to move things
ahead; involving more than one interest group.
Use state agency representatives more; many are experienced at resolving complex issues. They know their
coastal fisheries well.
Establish upfront that you will be controlling this process; you don’t want us to love you -just respect you.
If court involvement is on goin g, check the flexibility of deadlines. Maybe make reports to the court.

&‘&WE OF TRT: Gulf of Maine TR!:

Process Evaluation Survey
National Marine Fisheries Service
Take Reduction Team Negotiation

I.

Some Information
sections)

About You and Your Take Reduction Team (no comment

II.

Before the Negotiations

III.

During The Negotiations

Started (no comment sections)

1, Did you think the TRT membership reflected a balance of perspectives?
&jc

(No comments)

Nor
. Most of the scientists were strongly biased toward the environmentalists’ position - not a resource for objective
.
.

information.
The environmental extremist will never be satisfied, never and the feds are right with them.
I thilnk “Balance of Perspectives” would be better suited to “advocacy.”

3. During the TRT meetings were you given an opportunity to express your views?
.

Solving the HP and the RW issue is simple but. it will go on and on ain on. Money and politics is the name of
the game. It would only take 2 meetings each to solve it.

4. During the meetings, were others able to present their views? (No comments)
5. During the meetings, did you feel that your opinions were taken seriously and incorporated
into the recommended plan?
yk~
. When I advocated strongly enough for them.
No:
---. Information about poor data collection and fleet size is yet to be improved by NMFS.
.

The environmentalists have an agenda - end iof story.

--

6.

jV&dE OF TR’T: Gulf of Maine TRI
In complex marine management issues, not all data are available. Did you have sufficient
data in your TRT process to support the negotiation?

Yes:
---. With the caveat that the data on porpoise “takes” was an extrapolation from a very s’mall sample of
.

observations. This fueled heated debates as to its accuracy.
Infoormation on porpoises was pretty good.

NK
. By-catch
.
.
.

7.

data and pattern information was old. More recent data would have been Ihelpful.
Effolrt data was lacking; NMFS must get a more accurate and “real-time” estimate of fishing effort to obtain a
bycatch estimate.
Too much data, it is not complex but the environmentalist and the feds make it so.
I don’t think that in Fisheries Management then will we be sufficient (data. There are too many variables.

Dild you have the necessary assistance:to interpret the data?

&YE
. Center staff was a great asset.

N!x.
. Again,
.
.

the scientists who should have filled this role were strongly biased.
Got it for myself, it was not provided automatically.
The interpretations of the data are so politicallly tainted.

8. During the meetings was there adequate time for informal negotiations and caucuses among
parties.
&G
. Having a meeting in an out of the way place where the group was forced to co-exist helped to encourage the
exchange of ideas in an informal setting in which there was less posturing. (2)

m
. The industry people haven’t learned how and where to caucus and they don’t know how to negotiate among
themselves.

IO. We:re the following items satisfactory, or not satisfactory (advance notice of rntgs., mtg.
location, advance materials, lgth. of mtgs., and mtg. summaries)
.
.

If anything, there was too much paper.
The location was not that great but it did force us to interact more wiih all segments of the TRT.

1 Ii. Wh,at advice would you offer negotiators who participate in future negotiation processes?
.
.
.
l

Do your homework and discuss issues formally with other segments/l:epresentatives of the negotiations. (2)
Hople that NMFS does something meaningful with the results.
The ability to negotiate was difficult because there were stakeholders with nothing to lose (i.e. conservation
industry) and all the other stakeholders (i.e. fishing industry) were to ones provided the sacrifice.
Never give up trying to reach consensus.

NAME OF TRT:zulf

of Maine TRX!:

12. Did you feel that the TRT negotiation process was fair?
y,g;G
. Special praise to the facilitator for her tough minded but even handed job of facilitating a bunch of very difficuh
.

people.
All parties in this TRT negotiated in good faith, though I felt a slight bias in the process toward sympathy with
industry perspective.

IYE
. Some did not feel they could speak for their group.
13. At the end of the last meeting, were you satisfied with the results or outcome of the
negotiation?
Yes, Whv?
. Best we could get under the circumstances. (.3)
.

I felt we had a plan that might work.

No, Whv not?
. There came a point where groups dug in their heels and resisted.
.
.

I have little confidence in the final results.
TRT process was bypassed.

14. What were the most beneficial aspects of the TRT process?
.
.
.
.

Working on joint solution with mandated goal (PBR) and mandated Itimeline (problem with porpoise working
group; no definite goal or endpoint. (2)
Reached a fair consensus.
Educated participants arguments on both sides now more reasoned allld better developed. (2)
That there was the ability to discuss a controversial issue to see the real agendas of some groups.

15. What were the most difficult aspects of the TRT process?
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Working with difficult personalities, having to be left out of negotiations while individuals worked on with
those difficult members. (2)
Resulted in a much better balanced plan than if NMFS had done it unilaterally.
We now know that NMFS does not necessarily act on recommendations.
Interpreting data NMFS made more difficult to evaluate than needed.
NMFS having too much say at the table.
The inability to see that some groups had none: or very little comprehiensive ability to understand the concerns of
another.
Dealing with people’s lack of knowledge about what, when, and how we fish.

16. Would you advise NMFS to hold a TRT meeting during the time the NMFS Proposed
Management Plan is out for public comment?
Yes.
----A

H-0;
. No, the public

does not have a clue.

jVALlE OF TRT: Gulf of Maine m]:
17. Is this multiparty negotiation process effective in marine resource management decision
making?

VG!l
. It can be.
.

If the factions are too far apart, then consensus will not be reached.
Yes, however, not for all issues. ‘There is a great deal of information that has to be iassimilated before one can
successfully step into the role of negotiation/manager. Poorly informed participants and crudely skilled
negotiators really gum-up the process and yield less than a good prodluct.

Na:.
. Seemed to be a good idea, but NMFS
.
.

does not publish plans without court involvement. (2)
Not if NMFS picks and chooses what it wants from the results.
In some respects, due to the fact that it must be ongoing & dynamic. Its complete effect is still not known.

18. What improvements would you suggest for the TRT negotiation process for the future?
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.

.

Longer meetings - 3,4,5 days. Momentous builds but is lost and must be reestablished with only 2-day
meetings.
NMFS needs to do what the MMPA says regarding timelines.
Try to get firm agreement before leaving the table at the last meeting-- conference calls are a difficult way to
come to consensus.
Longer commitment by participants to the ptocess.
As long as we have more and more regulation like the Extreme ESA, Extreme MMPA, and the Extreme SFA
(Sustainable Fisheries Act) - these laws will mandate, and what choice does the working person have? The
TRT’s cover the law, it is a mandate, and they do not solve anything!
Not sure I support the process.
It should be binding.
Include only the stakeholders that have something to offer. The enviironmental industry as a stakeholder doesn’t
bring anything to the discussion but demands and this doesn’t meld well with the industry that is offering the
conditions of change.
Involve discussion makers so we know the outcome of our decisions.

IV.

Now Comments About the TRT Mediator

2.

Overall, how would you rate the mediator’s performance?

.
.
.

3.
.
.
.

Sometimes the facilitator could have handled certain Team members in a more positive manner than she did;
also I think she may have given too much deference certain Team members.
The facilitator did a great job of learning about a complicated topic where most everyone else was years into the
process.
Both the facilitator for this Team as well as the facilitator for the Atlantic Large Whale Take Reduction Team
were excellent.

What advice would you offfer to medliators of future TRT processes?
Try to address some of the more difficult issues a bit earlier, and if there are small group negotiations, please try
to provide the large group with something to work on.
Don’t rely on NMFS so heavily to ident-ify thle “players.” Bigger up-fi:ont investment in identifying the ‘structure’
of the playing field.
Tell the truth.

NAME OF TRT: Gulf of Maine m;I:
.
.

Be patient.
Learn their subject prior to assembling the TRT.

NAME OF TRT: Mid-Atlantic

TR7:

Process Evaluation Surwy
National Marine Fisheries Service
Take Reduction Team Negoti,ation
I.

Some Information
sections)

About You and Your Take Reduction Team (no comment

II.

Before the Negotiations Started (no comment sections)

III.

During The Negotiations

1. Did you think the TRT membership reflected a balance of‘perspective:s?
y&m;
. Yes, however the focus was entirely directed at the fishing community. There appears to be minimal
interest/effort regarding other sources of mortality.

No:.
. Still
.

.

insufficient representation by the environmental/conservation community.
I think there was an amazing lack of NMFS backbone - especially to back NMFS data presentations and stop
discussions of PBR, which took a large chunk oftime. If those topics were presented and strongly supported by
NMFS, we might not have spent as much time.
The Fishermen were ignorant of the situation and the scientific and en~vironmentalists came with data and their
minds made up.

3. During the TRT meetings were you given an opportunity to express y’our views?
Cornrnents:
. This TRT group was too large to allow for everyone to express their views.
.
.
.

I occasionally felt that our facilitator let an argument go on too long between 1 or 2 participants then cut
everyone else off, sighting a lack of time. Our facilitator also seemed to play favorites once in a while.
I understand the need for “recognizing tent cards to speak” but it quite often slowed down the process and
required backtracking on many of the covered Ipoints.
I was fortunate to be able to sit in on the process and to make comments for the commercial, environmental, and
academic groups.

4. During the meetings, were others able: to present their views?

yges;
. Most ofthe

time.

&LAME OF TRT: Mid-Atlantic
.
.

TR7:

Several alternates (one in particular) were acknowledged as if he were at the table when his partner was
participating as well. This seemed to skew the argument.
Time constraints occasionally affected this.

&31, (no comments)
5. During the meetings did you feel that your opinions were taken seriously and incorporate:d
into the recommended plan?
&i:
. Most ol‘the time; I felt that the fishing industry was taken more seriously than those from the academic and
conservation industry.

NQ;. (no comments)
6.

In complex marine management issues, not all data are available. Did you have sufficient
data in your TRT process to support tlhe negotiation?

Yes:
--__.. NMFS employees were extremely helpful providing and analyzing data. (2)
.
.
.

While not good, it was the best data available.
Yes, but the data could have been translated into laymen’s terms.
Huge irnprovement in timeliness of data over NE harbor porpoise teaim.

NC.
. A
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

great deal of the requested information could and should have been anticipated (due to prior work on TRT’s)
and available in advance.
Never seem to have enough data.
Little data on bottlenose dolphins from small boat fisheries.
More data is always preferable, but Center staff did an outstanding job helping us develop a plan with the
available data. Nonetheless NMFS should place more observers on vessels in the Mid-Atlantic.
We probably had more data than other TRT’s but it was still minimal. A lack of reliable scientific inforlmation
breeds overly conservative, risk averse, decision-making - this is a perfect example.
Had to frequently identify needed data, most of which was provided at the next meeting. Some data on ge#ar
configuration and fishing effort had not been collected.
Obviously we did not as we dropped bottlenose dolphins due to lack of information.
All the data was one-sided, custom data.

7. Did you have the necessary assistance to interpret the data?
)?z~
. For the most part- NMFS staff was very helpful. On certain points I felt as though other groups around the table
.
.
.

had NMFS information long before I did - this was troubling.
The data was well represented - for NMFS- wi,th all of the potential problems.
Yes., but it took much longer due to the complexity.
Center staff was terrific.

N4; (no comments)

-

MAME OF TRT: Mid-Atlantic --. TRY
8. During the meetings was there adequate time for informal1 negotiations between parties and
caucuses among parties.
Comments’
--_-----.-L
. Some groups may have used caucuses a bit too much. (2)
.
.
.

Yes, although the number of actual meetings and meeting duration’s were limited.
Most of the time, yes, however some parties were adamant on their position and resisted informal discussion.
As obvious leaders emerge, it would be useful to set aside time after meeting #13 for them to meet formally
with the mediator.
Philadelphia meeting (where we got stuck in the hotel) helped us get to know one another and promoted1talks.
There was less opportunity for this at the D.C. meeting because we were in fragmented groups in separate
eating/drinking caucuses.

.

10. Were the following items satisfactory, or not satisfactory (notice of meetings, meeting,
location, advance materials, length of meeting, meeting summaries)?
Comments.
---.A
.
.

II would have been useful to have one more meeting outside of Washington, DC.
One meeting in North Carolina would have been appropriate.

11
.
.
.
.
.
.

What advice would you offer negotiators who participate in future ne,gotiation processes?

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

This group was too large to be effective.
Keep the same people involved so you do not go back over the same topics.
Bring in the right mix of individuals and do not use antagonistic behavior as a negotiating strategy.
Speak-up.
Read everything twice and try to find areas otf agreement.
Greater emphasis on bringing non-technical lmeimbers up to speed on technical issues. Difficulty in neglotiations8
due to members being in different learning curves regarding the issues.
When an argument cannot be resolved by the group (i.e., allocation of PBR) don’t continue to discuss it - maybe
suspend meetings until NMFS makes a decision.
Be cautious of stakeholders who have participated in a number of negotiations as they may deliberately torque
or bias the negotiation.
Define process and issues better before the process formally begins.
Support development of moderate leaders on all1 sides.
Don’t come to a consensus unless you know you can live with the resiults.
The first 4 meetings are a lot of posturing, and the last 2 meetings are very serious.
Review advance materials prior to the meeting,.
All parties should have an open mind and realize that man cannot livle on earth without having an impact on
nature.
Be prepared to compromise.
Do homework; know the issues - all sides.
NMFS lawyers should have been on the team.

12. Did you feel that the TRT negotiation process was fair?
&;g
. In a general 1 would say it was fair. (2)

No,
. In the overall
.

context of the MMPA, available data, and focus only on commercial fishing - NO.
Persons with experience in previous TRT’s were able to exercise more control of the process than individuals

--

--

‘!

NAME OF TRT: Mid-Atlantic
.
.

TN:

who were new to the process.
Fishermen went in open-minded, opponents had a design.
NMFS dropped the bottlenose dolphin discussion after the meeting.

13. At the end of the last meeting, were you satisfied with the: results or outcome of the
negotiation?
ys. Why?
. Yes, best available outcome. (2)
.
.
.

Yes, however not satisfied with the prepared rule that will hit the street on Sept. 1Ilh
Yes, the agreement was fair and seemed like it would work in reducing takes.
Yes, but only if the plan comes to fruition; is monitored and acted on - otherwise it will have been a waste of
tirne.

No
-A- Why not?
. Bringing in all interested/affected parties to negotiate shared/agreed upon outcome. (9)
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

No consensus. (2)
I feel we could have reached consensus if some members of the scientific community and the environmental
colmmunity had been more willing to negotiate on the issue of pingers. (2)
Some dishonesty by few members.
Too much pressure to meet PBR when no one really knew what it should be.
I thought we could reach consensus and improve the level of scientific information available for future TRT’s we were not successful in this regard.
No, I felt that the meeting ended on a bad note with many members disenchanted by the outcome and the entire
process.
We could have reached consensus, but industry always held a trump, and decided to use it on the very last day.
There was no follow-up at all from either RESOLVE or NMFS after the TRT was clone.

14. What were the most beneficial aspects of the TRT process?
. Olpen forum- chance to express views, ask questions, talk with other iparties, and learn new issues and ideas. (2)
.
.

Education- getting to know the breadth of data on gear interactions. (2)
Solution of difficult problem with no one really “winning.”

1.5.What were the most difficult aspects of the ‘I’RT process?
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

I would say that it does not matter because NMFS has not acted on the findings of four of the five past TRT’s.
NMFS - year plus delay in implementing the prepared rule.
NMFS staff at the table and contradicted themselves. They would not make a decision or a statement when the
situation clearly called for it.
Long hours and late nights.
Negotiating an agreement with so many different interests; only to have NMFS fail to implement it.
Ulnderstanding all the data given the time constraints we had.
New England vs. Mid-Atlantic PBR issues.
Lack of good science.
Full disclosure by all participants.
Living with the overly conservative MMPA structure.
Bringing everyone up to speed so all could olpcrate from an even playing field.
Refusal to truly negotiate on the part of some:of the environmentalists.
Knowing those on the other side were being paid while you were not.
Reading the data.
A:ssessing the potential value of alternative management measures.
Realizing there are people with such harsh views on environmental matters.

NAME OF TRJ: Mid-Atlantic

TR!J

16. Would you advise NMFS to hold a TRT meeting during the time the NMLFS Proposed
Management Plan is out for public comlment?
Yes:
-_. Public can observe and be in the audience as has always been the case.
.

Seems to be a good idea.

&!:: I[f not, what kind of public involvement process would you suggest?
. Holcl a TRT meeting after comment period ends in order to provide the TRT an opportunity to work with
l

.
.

NMFS after comments are taken. (5)
Most of the public I have talked to don’t have much interest in this process nor even have the knowledge as to
what a harbor porpoise is.
The TRT’s should meet to evaluate take rates, plan effectiveness, etc. “Lets make it work.”
Do it like everything else, tell us: “this is the way it is, live with it. ”

17. Is this multiparty negotiation process effective in marine resource management decision
mlaking?
.
l

.
.
.

Yes, however, it is only as effective as NMFS allows it to be; and so far NMFS has not implemented many of
the take reduction plans. (4)
It is the only way marine resource management can really work successfully. (2)
Sometimes. If you don’t have a formal “Council” type system for pulblic involvement then this is probably next
best.
Yles, but only if parties are willing to negotiate.
More effective than having it one-sided.

N o ::
--__.
.
.

It’s biased.
It is a no win situation for the commercial fishing industry.

18. What improvements would you suggest for the TRT negotiation process for the future?
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

Aldd more time for the process. (2)
Have NMFS send staff and legal council so they can both better advise and commit to tlhe process.
The NMFS staff who make the final decisions should be participating in the process, which they don’t always
do.
Have NMFS staff at the table who can give clear, concise, definitive answers to questions and problems.
There was a general “skepticism ” from the majority of previous TRT (2,3,4,5) participants that they could
predict the outcome of this TRT; in this sense the process appeared stacked from the beginning.
My greatest concern is that the TRT process will fail due to lack of timely follow-through by NMFS, and all
sides will have invested so much time for nothing. The credibility of’the process will suffer, as well as fisheries
management in general.
More mail outs to the industry members while negotiations are on going.
Dlon’t start a TRT process without the best scientific information in hand.
Glovernment scientists should provide data assistance - not advocate.
Ensure that all stakeholders are represented. The Mid-Atlantic TRT did not have representation by all
stakeholders in the first few meetings.
Better up-front information on process and roles.
Encourage leadership development, especially among working commercial fishermen.

.
.
.
.

NAME OF TRT: Mid-Atlantic

TR’I.

A solid base of what are the laws we are dealing with and what are the boundaries to the MMPA, PBR, stock
assessment, and ESA. Lots of time was spent on these issues which are already cov’ered by law.
More input into the draft of legislation insteaid of afterwards.
Critical for each side to understand the issues and data behind the other side’s position.
Minimize wasted time.

IV., Now Comments About the TRT Mediator
2. Overall how would you rate the mediator’s performance?
Overall the mediator was good; however I get the sense that at times she gets impatient with some of the
personalities. This trait can potentially impede a facilitator’s ability to break an impasse.
I think the mediator could have moved forward during the discussions of PBR; we were not in this TRT to
discuss PBR- it is law.
For someone who probably has never been on ,afishing boat, she seemed to have knowledge of the business.

What advice would you offer to mediators of future TRT processes?
The mediator has to be willing to step in during an agreement to move the meeting ialong; as ours was.
Act as facilitators, when a conversation hits a dead-end - move on!
Use state agency representatives more; many of them have negotiation (informal) experience and know the
coastal fisheries very well.
In general, I do not think the TRT process works, mainly because NMFS does not act on their plans. Also, very
polarized from the beginning.

NAME OF TRT: Pacific
---

Offshorie

Cetaceans

TRT

Process Evaluation Survq
National Marine Fisheries Service
Take Reduction Team Negotiation
I.

Some Information
sections)

About You and Your Take IlReduction Team (no comment

II.

Before the Negotiations

III.

During The Negotiations

Started (no comment sections)

1, Did you think the TRT membership reflected a balance of perspectives?
Yes:
. The intended composition was balanced, however, some members of the “scientific community”
seemed to be “environmentalists” rather than scientists. Conversely, some environmentalists tried to
play the scientist role.

No: (no comments)
3.. During the TRT meetings were you given an opportunity to express ,your views. (no
comments).
4.. During the meetings, were others able to present their views?
yes: (no comments)
N-o.
-2
. We had a designated time for public opi:nion, however, many times we ran off-schedule and
consequently may have eliminated, or cut short the public comment period.

5, During the meetings, did you feel that your opinions were taken sseriously and
incorporated into the recommended plan?
Yes.
----.A

(no comments for either)
&c
6.

In complex marine management issues, not all data are available. Did you have
sufficient data in your TRT process to support the negotiation?

NAME OF TRT: Pacifiic Offshons
---

Cetaceans
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Yes:
. We had the best data of any of the TRT’s.
.

I believe we had the best data available considering timing and constraints NA4FS did a good job.

N_o:
. Lots of data but lack of current data and doubly conservative forlmula and estimates keeping the fishing
.

membership under a burdened perspective from some constituents.
We had to request additional analysis; the data had been summarized too mucih.

7. Did you have the necessary assistance to interpret the data?
12: (no comments)
No:
. Not always, statistical data can be manipulated many ways. Perhaps an independent statistician would
be a useful asset.

8. During the meetings was there adequate time for (informal negotiations and caucuses
among parties)
Qmments:
.
.
.
.

If anything there was too much time spent on the issues.
Personnel did well given the time constraints of the agenda.
In general, we were behind schedule most of the time.
The 1998 meetings were rushed. Additiomal time was necessary. There was no opportunity to discuss
future or alternative strategies.

10. Were the following items satisfac,tory or not satisfactory (meeting location, notice,
and advance materials, length of meeting, meeting surnmaries)?
Qmments:
.
.
.

Meetings may have been a bit shorter, but our results were good so very hard 1:o say.
Data should be current, and should be received at least one week prior to the mleetings.
We need summaries of what we have agreed to posted on the wall (on flip charts) during the meeting.
The statements should be in different colore:d inks to enhance legibility. This is a standard facilitation
technique, which improves the speed of wrap-ups and lets participants see that they are heard.

111.What advice would you offer negotiators who participate in future negotiation
processes?
.
.
.
.
.

Experience with fishermen and their issues as well as the issues to be negotiated makes a difference.
A bit more intervention from the mediators to prevent dominant voices from dominating. For
example, asking more often to hear from those who haven’t spoken on an issue.
Do your homework - understand the data1prior to the meeting to the maximum extent possible.
For new members - obtain a good background in past TRT meetings so time slpent re-hashing old ideas
is not eliminated.
Don’t hesitate to consider new ideas to minimize bycatch.

12. Did you feel that the TRT negotiation process was fair?

NAME OF TRT: Pacific
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Y’es:
. Yes, for those who participated. Howevelr, those voices not at the table, the ones on either side of the
issue whose perspectives weren’t fully represented (the fringe?) are important. We need to offer a
forum for each of these extremes to voice their concerns; perhaps separately from each other.
Overall yes, everyone is given a chance to express his or her views. Consensus is more “fair” than
voting.

.

r\r/ (no comments)
13. At the end of the last meeting, were you satisfied with the results or outcome of the
negotiation?
yes, Whv?
. Experiments yielded good results.
.

Although data was somewhat flawed, the parties worked hard to achieve consensus on a plan and to
reach a starting point.
Everyone had their say, and agreed by consensus to a TRP.
The group dynamics are always challenging, yet managed fairly well.
Satisfied, because the kill rate was down, and we didn’t have to discuss alternative measures.

.
.
.

ljo, Why not?
. The public participation was mishandled and the ZMRG issue a major problem.
.

I believe we just “stalled” since the catch rates were low. No new ideas for reclucing bycatch were
developed.

L4. What were the most beneficial aslpects of the TRT process?
.
.
.
.

Engaged and educated participants on complexity of the issue; making compromise easier.
Having all the data and all the perspectives on the table; interested parties creating solutions to
problems presented.
Bringing people together to promote a clommon goal - reducing the takes of marine mammals.
Allowed a balanced position to be presemtedto NMFS. Harder for people not to listen to other’s
perspectives when face to face.

15. What were the most difficult aspects of the TRT process?
.
.
.
.
.

Time consuming.
Setting aside preconceived ideas and trying to understand other people’s concelpts.
Frustrations generated by divergent view:; or approaches.
ZMRG issues.
Dealing with people who were single-minded and refused to listen to others. Dealing and having to
listen to a rude public.

116.Would you advise NMFS to hold a TRT meeting during the time the NMFS Proposed
Management Plan is out for public comment?
J&L (no comments)
NLIf

not, what kind of public involvement process would you suggest?

NAME OF TRT: Pacific
--_-L
.
.

Offshore

Cetaceans

TRT

Usual comment process by written response.
What benefit would that have? Why not after the comment period so the public comments can be
discussed.

17. Is this multiparty negotiation process effective in marine resource management
decision making?
Yes:
. To me, this TRT process (apart from implementation issues) is the most farsiglhted and positive action
.

No:

NMFS has ever taken to effectively promote resource managemlent. (2)
It worked very well in our case, but may be cases where NMFS must make its own decision.

(No comments)

18. What improvements would you suggest for the TRT negotiation process for the
future?
.
l

.

IV.

Two annual meetings with current data available one week before the meetings. For our TRT- one
meeting at the end of February and one will all Iprior year’s data at the end of May.
NMFS should give more deference to consensus TRP’s. (e.g. AOCTRT)
Allow more time for informed “mixers” of all p,arties.

Now Comments About the TRT Meldiator

2. Overall how would you rate the mediator’s performance?
. Excellent but could benefit from a few facilitation techniques.
.

3.

The meetings were repetitive on some ofthe issues; could have moved the process along faster, giving
us more time at the end of the meeting.

What advice would you offer to mediators of future TRT processes?

Comments:
. Be sure the members of the TRT are committed to the process not just giving lip service to fair
.
.

negotiation.
Make sure that ground rules are clearly established on the first day-, which our mediators did.
Be sure to listen carefully. Try to understand the motivation behind what is said it may be more
important that what is said.

